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Abstract
Antiproton measurements made by E802 have been extended to lower rapidities,
while in those Y-PT regions already studied the statistics have been improved by
approximately an order of magnitude. We present the dN/dy distributions for a-
tiproton production in minimum bias and central 14.6 AGeV/c Si+Al and Si+Au
collisions, in the rapidity range 0.5 < y < 17. The inverse slopes of the MT spectra
have been measured to within 15 MeV for several rapidity slices, and when averaged
over several slices the inverse slopes can be measured to within 10 MeV.
In addition, the first measurement of antilambda production has been made for these
collisions at th AS A surprising result from this work is that it appears that a
large fraction (-- 63%) of the antiprotons come from antilambda decay.
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Chapter 
Introduction
1.1 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Program
Within the last ten years, the commissioning of ultra-relativistic beams of heavy ions
such as Si, Au and Pb has allowed for the first time the possibility of studying nuclear
matter under eXtreme conditions of temperature and density.
At the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory
in Long Island, New York, beams of O and "Si at lab momenta of 14.6 GeV/c per
nucleon (VIs = 54 GeV in the nucleon/nucleon center of mass frame) first became
available in the fall of 1986. During the spring of 1992, the AGS was upgraded to
allow the production of an 11.6 GeV/c per nucleon 197 Au beam. At these energies,
the collision of these beams with heavy targets such as Au are believed to be in
the "stopping" regime, ie. essentially no projectile nucleons remain with the beam
momentum for central collisions, and the longitudinal projectile energy is transferred
into heating and compressing the combined target and projectile nuclear system.
Under these conditions it is believed that very high baryon densities can be achieved.
Indeed, cascade model calculations show that for central Au+Au collisions at these
energies, baryon densities up to 10 times that of ordinary nuclear matter can be
achieved [PSK9'2].
15
At about the same time as the AGS heavy ion program was being started, ultra-
relativistic beams of O and 32 S at a momentum of 200 GeV/c per nucleon (V"s =
19.4 GeV/c) became available at CERN, the European Center for Nuclear Research
in Geneva, Switzerland. Whereas at the AGS energies the projectile is stopped very
quickly by the target nucleus (forming an essentially spherical fireball of participant
matter), at CF'JRN energies the fireball is "stretched" in the longitudinal direction.
Compared with collisions at the AGS, string excitation between the quarks becomes
much more important at CERN energies [S+92]. In the Fall of 1994 a Pb beam is
scheduled to be commissioned at CERN, which will provide access to larger collision
systems, and higher baryon densities.
The completion of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in 1999 will enable the
study of Au+Au collisions at a nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy of 200 GeV/c.
At these energies it is believed that the nuclei will appear more transparent to one an-
other, although some models still predict appreciable stopping of the nuclei [SSG92].
As the nuclei pass through each other and move apart after the collision, it is ex-
pected that a gluon-rich region of high energy-density forms between them, allowing
the study of QCD systems at extremely high temperatures and very low baryon den-
sities.
Much of the iitial motivation for the heavy ion programs at the AGS and CERN
focussed o the possibility that under the extreme conditions encountered in the
collisions, ordinary nuclear matter could undergo a phase transition from a hadronic
gas to the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [MiiI85]. In the high baryon-density regime,
this new phase can be expected to exist if the nuclear density becomes so high that
the inter-nucleon distance becomes less than the nucleon diameter. Under these
conditions the nucleon wavefunctions start to overlap, and it may no longer make
sense to think of the quarks as still being bound within colorless nucleon states. In
the limit of zero baryon-density, where QCD can be numerically solved, the QGP
has been predicted to exist by numerous lattice calculations. The details of the new
phase, such as he critical temperatures and baryon densities at which it occurs, and
16
whether it manifests itself as a first or second order transition, remain in dispute,
however. Often quoted values for the transition temperature and baryon density
are 150 MeV and 5-10po respectively, where po is ordinary nuclear density. Another
point of controversy is how much time is required for the formation of the QGP, and
whether or not the nuclear systems remain together long enough after the collision
for it to be created.
1.2 Antibaryon Measurements in Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collisions
The study of antibaryon production and subsequent absorption in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions can provide very useful information on the temperatures and energy
densities achieved in these collisions and on the particle production processes that
are taking place. In particular, antinucleons are a very sensitive probe of the baryon
density of the collision volume due to the very large NN cross-section (greater than
100mb for relative momenta below 500 KeV) [G+90]. In addition, the production of
antinucleons at AGS energies is very close to threshold, as the available energy in the
nucleon-nucleon center of mass frame is only VrSNN _- 54 GeV. This means that the
yield is very sensitive to the temperature of the collision region and to any collective
processes that may enhance production.
The formation of a transient state of quark matter or QGP in relativistic heavy-ion
collisions has ben predicted to lead to the enhanced production of antibaryons [H+84,
Ko88]. It is therefore of interest to look at the yields of antibaryons in these colli-
sions (especially at energies close to threshold), to see whether they can be explained
in terms of conventional hadron-hadron interactions, or whether new non-hadronic
processes need to be invoked.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to determine the initial production levels of antibaryons
in these collisions. The final yield that is experimentally measured is determined by
17
the complicated interplay between production and subsequent absorption. If we hope
to understand the primary production of antibaryons in these collisions, we must also
understand the rate of absorption that occurs as the antibaryons travel through the
baryon-rich collision volume.
In order to put the E859 antibaryon measurements into context, I will summarize the
major results and conclusions of antibaryon measurements in heavy ion collisions that
have already been made to date at AGS energies. Until E859, the only antibaryons
detected at these energies were antiprotons. Most of these antiproton measurements
were made by the E802 collaboration, and I will focus on these as they are the most
extensive of the measurements. E802 measured antiproton rapidity distributions and
the inverse slopes of the invariant spectra for pA and Si+A collisions.
Experiments 84 and 858 measured the invariant cross section for antiproton pro-
duction at zero degrees for Si+A collisions. They were not able to determine inverse
slopes or rapidity distributions due to the limited PT acceptance of their experiments.
1.3 Results and Conclusions of the E802 Antipro-
ton Measurements
Experiment 802 consisted of a 25 rnsr solid-angle single arm magnetic spectrome-
ter, equipped with a high resolution Time-Of-Flight wall (TOF) to enable particle
identification. he particle identification could be extended up to GeV/c using a
segmented gas Oerenkov detector, and to even higher momenta using a very small
solid-angle (0.5 msr) gas Oerenkov complex. Only the TOF wall was used for the
antiproton measurements, providing identification up to a momentum of 3 GeV/c
for antiprotons.
The collision gometry could be determined on an event-by-event basis using two
event-characterization detectors. The first of these, the Target Multiplicity Array
(TMA) was used for the antiproton measurements, and measures the total multiplicity
18
of charged particles produced in the collision. The higher the multiplicity, the more
central (or head-on") the collision. The second of these detectors was the Zero-
Degree CALorimeter (ZCAL), which measures the energy deposited by the remnants
of the beam projectile in a small cone about 00 after the collision. The more central
the collision, te less there remains of the beam projectile and the energy deposited
in the ZCAL is, small.
With this apparatus, E802 was able to identify and measure the yields of charged
pions, kaons and protons [Par92], antiprotons [Cos9l] and heavier clusters ('He, deu-
terium and tritium) [Sar89]. Rapidity distributions and the inverse slopes of the
invariant spectra were obtained.
The E802 antiproton measurements were limited by poor statistics due to the absence
of a particle identification capability in the trigger. On average, for central Si+Au
collisions, three tracks in 10,000 are genuine antiprotons. This means that, without
a, second level trigger capable of identifying antiprotons, large amounts of data must
be taken in order to collect only modest numbers of antiprotons. E802 collected only
a-bout 1,000 antiprotons, resulting in large statistical errors in the invariant spectra
and in the rapidity distributions and inverse slopes that were extracted.
The rapidity dnsity distribution for antiprotons from E02 is shown in Figure 1-1.
The statistical errors are such that it is hard to say anything meaningful about the
shapes of the distributions. For example, it is not possible to say from these data
whether the antiproton rapidity density distribution peaks at the nucleon-nucleon
center of mass rapidity (YNN = 17) or at the participant fireball center of mass
(YFB -_ 13 for central Si+Au collisions).
It was even harder to obtain inverse MT slopes from the E802 data. For some ra-
pidity slices the spectra were of such poor quality that the value of the inverse slope
parameter had 1..o be assumed in order to obtain a value of dN/dy for the slice. Even
when averaged over a larger rapidity interval (Ay = 06), the errors on the inverse
19
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Figure 1-1: E802 apidity density distributions for antiprotons in Si+A1 and Si+Au
Collisions 4+91] and inverse MT 810PCS [CO891].
slopes ranged from 20-40 MeV (see Figure 1-1). The main conclusions of the E802
antiproton analysis were [A+91, Cos9l]:
1. The invariant antiproton yields are exponential in MT (, e-MT/T
2. The absolute yield of antiprotons is not far from the first collision estimates (ie.
the yield expected from only considering the first full-energy nucleon-nucleon
collisions), and increases with collision centrality and target mass. However,
the target dependence for a given centrality is small.
3. The E802 inverse MT slopes were found to be similar for all the Si+A systems
within the errors, and similar to the slopes measured in pp and pA collisions
near the same beam energy. They were found to be significantly smaller than
those of proton spectra from Si+A collisions, and ranged from 122-151 MeV.
Note that this was not confirmed by E859, which found a systematic increase
20
in inverse slope in going from the lightest to the heaviest system.
4. Within te E802 statistical uncertainties, it was not possible to say whether the
antiproton rapidity distributions peak at the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass
rapidity or at the participant fireball center-of-mass rapidity.
5. The V/r- ratio decreases as a function of system mass from 1. 5 X 10-3 for
minimum bias Si+A1 collisions to 084 x 10-3 for central Si+Au collisions.
6. The p/K-- ratio decreases as a function of system mass from .0% for minimum
bias Si+Al collisions to 2.27o for central Si+Au collisions.
7. The p/7r-' ratio is within a factor of 2 of the ratio expected from pp collisions
for all Si+A systems, assuming no enhanced production and no subsequent
reabsorption. This means that if absorption is large (as expected for the heavy
Si+A systems), there must be enhanced production processes occurring.
8. The relative antiproton yields agree with thermal model predictions for the
heavy systems assuming a freeze-out temperature of 130 MeV and a baryon
density of' 0.1 fM-3 . The yields for the lighter Si+A systems were larger than
the thermal model predictions, suggesting that thermal equilibrium is only being
reached i the heavy systems.
1.4 Objectives of the E859 Antiproton Measure-
ments
Having reviewed the results and conclusions of the E802 antiproton measurements,
I will briefly summarize the objectives that were considered most important when
planning the E859 antiproton measurements, which form this thesis.
1. The main,-)bjective was to obtain high quality antiproton data for central Si+Au
collision with at least an order of magnitude increase in statistics over the E802
measurement. It was felt that this system (where absorption is expected to be
21
the greatest) would shed most light on the competition between absorption and
enhanced production.
2. To obtain a factor of 5-10 improvement in the antiproton statistics for the
remaining collision systems (Si+A1 and minimum-bias Si+Au).
3. To determine the shapes of the rapidity distributions sufficiently well in order
to be able to say something about where the distributions peak in rapidity.
4. To measure the inverse MT slopes for each system to within 10 MeV.
For each of the collision systems, an order of magnitude improvement in statistics
over the E802 easurement was achieved, except for the Si+Al central data. For this
system, the total number of antiprotons was about the same as in E802, except that
the PT coverage was extended by collecting useful data at more backward spectrometer
angles. This allowed for a more accurate determination of the inverse slope and the
dn/dy distribution. The highest statistics were obtained for the minimum-bias Si+Al
data, with an increase in statistics over E802 of a factor of 30. My objectives in
presenting the antiproton analysis in this thesis are to:
1. Present te E859 results for antiproton dN/dy distributions and inverse MT
slopes for central and minimum-bias Si+Al and Si+Au collisions.
2. Compare the yields, dN/dy distributions and inverse slopes with the predictions
of the microscopic phase-space models ARC and RQMD, with the goal of gaining
an understanding of the competition between enhanced production processes in
heavy collision systems, versus the increased absorption that is expected to
occur.
3. Gain a better understanding of the systematic errors involved in the analysis.
1.5 Improvement to Track Reconstruction
In addition to aalyzing the antiproton data, I was also involved in developing a new
tracking code to replace the code called Reconstruct, that was written to perform
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track reconstruction for the E802 spectrometer.
My initial efforts at writing a new reconstruction code were focussed only on the
possibility of incorporating the hit information from the the new trigger chambers
TRI and TR2 into a new, very fast tracking algorithm. The idea was to use TRI, TR2
and TOF hit cmbinations to define tracks, and then to require some hit verification
when the tracks were projected through the drift chambers. Although the algorithm
was very fast, there were too many background hits on the trigger chambers (often
due to chamber oscillation) and the TOF wall to make this approach very useful.
The next extension of this idea was to use hits on the trigger chambers to select
possible hit candidates on the drift chambers T3 and T4, that could be used to form
tracks. Because there is no left/right hit ambiguity for wire chambers, the number
of hit combinations that must be looped over is greatly reduced, thus reducing the
computation time. This hit collection process was eventually combined with a new,
full reconstruction algorithm called Auscon, incorporating all the drift chamber hit
information both in front of and behind the magnet.
Auscon is based on the "road" concept, which basically just looks for lines or "roads"
of hits, spanning the T and T2 chambers in front of the magnet, and T3 and 4
behind the magnet. Although Auscon was found to be superior in track reconstruction
efficiency and i eliminating spurious tracks than Reconstruct, it is not significantly
faster. In Section 44 explain the details of the Auscon algorithm, and how it
differs from Reconstruct. In Section 45 compare the efficiency and quality of the
track reconstruction of the two algorithms on simulated protons, and on real, high-
multiplicity Au-+Au data.
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Chapter 2
Production and Absorption of
Antibaryons in Heavy Ion
Collisions
In this chapter I will summarize some of the mechanisms that have been proposed
that lead to the enhanced production of antibaryons in relativistic heavy ion collisions
over the yields xpected from independent nucleon-nucleon collisions.
2.1 Hadronisation of the Quark Gluon Plasma
If the QGP phase is indeed being transiently created in the extreme conditions oc-
curring in relativistic heavy ion collisions, the question remains as to how it can
be detected. Ay evidence for the existence of the plasma can only come from the
particle debris that remains after the collision has occurred. Unfortunately, most
of this debris consists of strongly interacting hadrons, and the energies and relative
abundances of tese particles are extremely sensitive to the details of the dynamical
evolution of the system. In particular, the hadronization of the QGP is very compli-
cated, but has a crucial influence on the composition and energy distributions of the
final hadronic state.
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It has been pedicted for a number of years that if a plasma is formed with a tem-
perature TQGF > 100 MeV, strange quark and antiquark pairs will be produced and
saturate at the thermal equilibrium levels. This is due to the restoration of chiral
symmetry and the resulting reduction in the strange quark mass, which lowers the
threshold for reating s pairs. For an ordinary hadronic gas coming to equilibrium,
the strangeness production time is longer, due to the higher threshold. It is therefore
expected that strangeness production will be enhanced if a QGP is transiently formed
in a collision.
The same argument also holds for antibaryon production at subthreshold energies or
energies close to threshold. The reduced threshold for light quark and antiquark pair
production increases the density of antiquarks in the plasma phase, and these can
then cluster together to form enhanced yields of antibaryons in the final state.
An important question to be asked, then, is whether there is a difference in the final
production level of strange particles or antibaryons from an equilibrium hadron gas
and a hadronized QGP that was initially in thermal and chemical equilibrium? In
order to answer this, a model is needed to describe the hadronization of the light and
strange quarks and antiquarks in a QGP.
The approach taken by Lee et al. [LRBH88] was to start with a phenomenological
equation of state for the plasma that reproduces the properties of the deconfining
phase transition seen in lattice QCD calculations for zero baryon density and extends
it to the baryon-rich regime.
They considered the plasma as a free gas of light and strange quarks and gluons,
subject to a negative vacuum pressure. The strange quarks were given a mass m, =
150 MeV/c 2 and the light quarks were assumed to be massless. Since the total
strangeness of the plasma is zero, the strange quark chemical potential in the plasma
phase must be zero (y = 0). They considered the hadron gas to be a mixture of
hadron resonances described by Fermi or Bose distributions. The only interactions
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between the hadrons were hard-core repulsions, reflecting the fact that the hadrons
have a finite proper volume. The hadrons that were included were the ground-state
baryons and mesons, the A resonances, the p and mesons and the baryons.
The region of phase coexistence in the (T, Pq, s) plane was found by equating the
temperature, pressure and chemical potentials of the two phases and further requir-
ing that the total strangeness remain zero. An important point to realise is that the
entropy density in the plasma phase is much higher than in the hadron gas. This
is due to the quark deconfinement and the liberation of many gluons. Since entropy
can only increase during the collision, the final hadronic state can never have the
same temperature and chemical potential as the initial plasma and it is misleading
to compare the two phases at the same T and . This has been the source of some
confusion; if the two phases are compared at fixed T and y, large differences (some-
times several orders of magnitude) are found in the particle abundances between a
hadronizing QGP and an equilibrium hadron gas.
For example, using a chemical equilibrium analysis, Heinz et al. [H+84] found that
antibaryons were enhanced by a factor of 11 in the QGP phase at T = 160 MeV
andPB= compared with the hadron gas phase under the same conditions. Larger
antiquark clusters were even more enhanced (h by a factor of - 40 and  by a factor
of - 130). A more realistic approach is to compare phases with equal baryon or
entropy content.
In their calculations, Lee et al. allowed T and to vary as the plasma hadronized, but
kept baryon number constant and required entropy to be approximately conserved.
Since the svstern is going from a high baryon and entropy density to a state with
lower densities, the final state must undergo expansion in order to conserve the total
entropy and baryon number.
In Figure 21 ae shown different paths the system can follow, keeping the entropy
per baryon constant as it passes from the plasma phase through the mixed phase into
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Figure 21: Paths Of nstant entropy per baryon in the temperature-density plane
from RBH881.
the hadron phase. It can be seen that if the entropy per baryon is constant, the final
hadronic state is always at a higher temperature than the initial plasma and at a
lower baryon density (lower q)- If additional entropy is created in the mixed phase
(for example, due to additional q-q production), the final state will be even hotter and
more dilute.
2.1.1 Strangeness Enhancement
The results of comparing the phases with equal entropy and baryon content is some-
what surprising. Under these conditions, the critical plasma phase never has an excess
of strangeness above the critical equilibrium hadron phase of more than 15%. In fact,
for low entropy per baryon, the plasma phase can actually have le88strangeness than
the hadron gas.
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2.1.2 Antibaryon Enhancement
As mentioned before, previous studies [H+86] have predicted increased antiquark
production in the QGP phase over the hadron gas phase, resulting in an increased
antiquark clustering probability and enhanced antibaryon production.
The number offight quarks per unit of entropy is shown in Figure 22, as a function
of the entropy per baryon. It can be seen that the hadron gas phase has a relative 
content which is a factor of or more higher than the plasma phase. This is due to
the large entropy being carried by the gluons in the plasma, whereas in the hadron
gas all the entropy is carried by the valence quarks and antiquarks in the hadrons.
It would therefore appear from these calculations that the reverse could actually be
true: that the final antibaryon yield will be less if the system goes through the plasma
phase, than if it remains in the hadronic phase.
This may not be true, however, as many of the gluons will fragment into q-q- pairs,
depositing their entropy into the quark sector and restoring the q/entropy ratio.
Furthermore, if this process occurs fast enough, the two phases will have the same
ratio at the transition surface. The difference in antibaryon yields will probably
therefore be small, and will depend on exactly how chemical equilibrium is violated
during hadronization.
2.1.3 Antilambda Enhancement
In regions of the plasma where y, is large (high baryon density), the number of light
antiquarks is suppressed relative to the number of strange antiquarks, since P., = 
in the plasma. This is also true in the hadron gas phase, although since P, : in
this case, the sppression is less marked. The ratio §/-q is a factor of larger in the
plasma phase near t1q = 0, and increases to over a factor of 100 greater at high q
(small T). Were this ratio to remain fixed at this value through the hadronization
process, a large effect on the final antihyperon to antiproton ratio would be seen and
we would have it clear signal for plasma formation.
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Figure 22: The number of light quarks per unit entropy as a function of entropy per
baryon, for the hadron gas phase and the QGP phase RBH88].
However, gluon fragmentation again tends to dilute this signal, as the gluons fragment
more often into the light q- pairs, rather than the heavier s-s pairs. For example, using
a realistic set of parameters for nuclear collisions with s/A = .1 and hadronization
beginning at T = 72.5 MeV and Pq = 419 MeV, it was found by Lee et al. that
_S/_ - - (-/-)hadron
q)QGP - 120 s q (2.1)
With these assumptions, however, there are approximately 500 gluons per light an-
tiquark and only about 37% of the gluons need to fragment to adjust the §/-q ratio
back to the equilibrium hadronic gas value. It appears that, again, a clear signal may
not be evident from the antihyperon to antinucleon ratio.
It therefore appears quite likely that there will be no large differences in the flavor
composition of the hadronization products of an equilibrium hadron gas and a QGP
initially in thermal and chemical equilibrium. However, there is also much evidence to
indicate that a hadron gas cannot equilibrate fast enough during the short time scales
of relativistic heavy-ion collisions solely through hadronic interactions, and equilib-
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riurn is probably never reached. If this is the case, there could be large differences
between the final state of a hadronized equilibrium QGP compared with that of a
non-equilibrium hadron gas.
2.2 Strong Mean Field Effects
The effects of strong in-medium interactions have been predicted to have large effects
on the abundances of antibaryons produced in hot, dense hadronic matter [S+91] and
on their energy spectra [KBK91]. The potential of a baryon and antibaryon in nuclear
matter is given by
UB = +UVB - USB, (2.2)
UN = -UVB - USB, (2.3)
where UVB is the vector part of the mean field potential, and USB is the scalar part.
The scalar potential is attractive for both baryons and antibaryons and reduces their
effective mass in the medium. The vector potential, on the other hand, is repulsive
for the baryon and attractive for the antibaryon. This result can be obtained from
a simple G-parity transformation. At normal nuclear density the vector and scalar
potentials (which are each several hundred MeV) nearly cancel one another, and the
potential well inding baryons is relatively shallow (-- 60 MeV). For antibaryons
at the same density, the two attractive potentials add together, producing a much
deeper potential of about 00 MeV.
The energy of a, 139 pair in the nuclear medium is therefore lower than in free space,
as only the attractive scalar potentials contribute (UB-9 - -2USB). This reduces
the threshold for production of antibaryons in the nuclear medium and enhanced
production above the free-space yields can be expected. Schaffer et al. [S+91] have
used a relativistic meson field model to study this enhancement. The model uses an
effective Lagrangian which allows Dirac baryons to interact with the meson fields.
This interaction is attractive for antibaryons and in a high-density medium greatly
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reduces their nergy below that of the free vacuum value, significantly reducing the
gap between articles and antiparticles in the Dirac spectrum. The ratio of the
antibaryon density in the medium to that in free space is given by
VF2 
(MA) 2 e-(,UB-UVB+E)/T
P'B B (2.4)
fr 2 _ 2pre f: dE EVE e-(Afree+E)/T
where m - m USB is the effective in-medium bar on mass. This ratio is typically
much larger than 10 at the temperatures and densities achieved in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions. For energies of 02 - 20 GeV/nucleon, the model predicts antiproton
densities which. are enhanced by over two orders of magnitude at EL'b 0.5 GeV and
by about a factor of 10 at Ejab= 20 GeV.
Their calculation of antilambda yields are more applicable to AGS energies.. In Fig-
ure 23 the W/7r- ratio is shown for temperatures of 100 and 200 MeV, as a function
of nuclear density. It can be seen that the enhancement is greatest at lower tempera-
tures and higher densities. It must be remembered that the calculations are only for
production and do not include annihilation of the antibaryons with the surrounding
baryons, which may substantially decrease the antibaryon yields.
Rather than looking at the yields, Koch et al. [KBK91] looked at the initial and fi-
nal kinetic energy spectra of produced antibaryons in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
They used the VUU relativistic mean field modelwhich allows nucleons to interact
with the self-consistent nuclear mean field and also allows elastic and inelastic colli-
sions between nucleons (including excitation of nucleons to A resonances).
Antiprotons that are initially produced in the fireball with a large momentum travel
rapidly through- the material, which is dense because it has not yet had time to
expand. The attractive vector potential is therefore large, and the antiproton uses up
a lot of its energy to escape from the fireball. Antiprotons that are initially produced
with a low momentum travel slowly, and pass through the fireball material after it has
expanded and diluted. The vector potential term is much smaller due to the lower
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Figure 23: The ratio of the antilambda yield to the yield of negative pions for the
free gas (dotted ine) and with the mean field nteraction (olid line), as a function of
nuclear density 115-1911.
density and the antiprotons lose less of their energy in escaping from the fireball.
The net effect is that the mean kinetic energy of the antiprotons in the final state is
substantially less than when they were created.
The protons, on the other hand, never feel much of a potential as the repulsive vector
term largely cancels the attractive scalar term, and they escape from the fireball with
most of their initial energy. If the protons and antiprotons are created with similar
initial energies, the final temperature of the antiprotons should be lower than for
the protons. This eect should be seen in the slopes of the MT distributions- the
antiproton inverse MT slope should be smaller than the proton slope.
When the effects of annihilation of antiprotons is not included, the model yields
antiproton inverse MT slopes which are about 55 MeV/c' less than the proton slopes
for collisions at AGS energies. When the effects of absorption are included, the
2difference in slopes is reduced to about 35 MeV/c
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Another mechanism that has been proposed for antibaryon enhancement is that of
interacting color strings [S+92]. The standard string model is generalized to allow
elementary color flux tubes or strings to fuse together into a color "rope" if they over-
lap. If two or more strings share the same transverse area and have some longitudinal
overlap, the individual string fields are added together in SU(3) space.
The transverse area of a rope is taken to be about that of an elementary string,
since the interaction time of about 1 frn/c probably does not allow for the radius
to readjust. Te interaction distance between two strings is therefore essentially the
transverse dimension of an elementary string.
Whereas in the standard string model strings decay separately even if they are over-
lapping, in the string fusion model it is the highly-charged ropes that decay via
tunneling into uark antiquark pairs. Because of the higher color fields of the ropes,
heavy quark and diquark production is not suppressed nearly as much as in elemen-
tary string decay.
This string fusion mechanism has been included in the Relativistic Quantum Molec-
ular Dynamics model [SSG89] and its effects on the yields of strange particles and
antibaryons in S collisions at 200 GeV/c per nucleon have been studied S92].
In these collisions it was found that rope formation had little overall effect on the
yields of lambdas and kaons, but antibaryon yields were greatly increased due to the
enhanced diquark production. The antiproton yields were found to be enhanced by
about a factor of 2 and the antilambda yields by about a factor of 4 using a transverse
string rope radius of 0.8 frn.
At AGS energies, particle production in the RQMD model is dominated by the pro-
duction of intermediate resonance states which then decay into the experimentally
measured hadron spectrum. Only a small fraction of the resonance states have large
enough masses so that their fragmentation is determined from the string model. Be-
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2.3 Color Rope Formation
cause of the relatively low density of color flux tubes at AGS energies, color rope
formation is not important and only becomes significant at the higher CERN ener-
gies of 200 GeV per nucleon.
2.4 Summary
To summarize this chapter on antibaryon production in heavy ion collisions, it must
be concluded tat the predictions of the various models are fraught with uncertainty.
It would appear that even if the quark gluon plasma is being formed in these colli-
sions, the proposed signatures for the plasma such as strangeness enhancement and
antibaryon enhancement can easily disappear in the hadronization process. The ef-
fects of strong mean fields on the antibaryon yields and spectra can similarly be
obscured by subsequent rescattering and absorption of the antibaryons. If the colli-
sion system remains as a hadronic gas, and there is enough time for the system to
reach equilibrium, the flavor composition of the final hadronization products will be
similar to that of a hadronized QGP, ie. there would likely be no clear plasma signal.
If on the other hand, a hadron gas cannot reach equilibrium during the time scales
typical of these collisions, it is quite likely that the final hadronized state would have
a very different flavor composition from that of a hadronized QGP. Predictions of
the antibaryon yields of a hadronized QGP versus hadron gas are complicated by
the models sensitivity to the details of gluon fragmentation and on whether or not
chemical equilibrium is violated in the hadronization process.
By comparing te experimentally measured antibaryon yields with the predictions of
models based purely on hadron physics, it is hoped that we can determine whether new
physics has to be invoked in order to explain the results. In this thesis I will compare
the E859 antibaryon yields with the predictions of two such models, ARC [K+93a]
and RQMD [SSG89].
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Chapter 3
The E859 Experimental Setup
3.1 The E859 Spectrometer
Experiment E859 consists of the E802 spectrometer, with a second-level trigger and
with improved tracking chambers. The second-level trigger (known as the VL2
trigger) is capable of carr ing out on-line particle identification, enabling a decision
to be made within 40ps as to whether or not the data aquisition system should be
triggered. For the E802 spectrometer, a typical event takes about 3ms to be processed
and written to tape by the data aquisition system. It is therefore very desirable when
looking for rare particles (or rare events, such as an event with a kaon pair) to be
able to veto an uninteresting event in 40ps, without introducing a ms dead time
in which the dta acquisition system is busy and unable to record further events.
By being able to trigger selectively on antiprotons, the dead time is dramatically
reduced, enabling the beam rate to be increased and increasing the collection rate of
antiprotons. Another advantage of the VL2 trigger is that the same data can be
stored on far fewer data tapes, making storage and analysis much easier. The E802
spectrometer arm has been extensively described elsewhere [A+90] and is shown in
Figure 31. It consists of a dipole magnet (for momentum determination) situated
between the two sets of drift chambers and a high-resolution segmented Tirne-Of-
Flight wall (TOF wall) for velocity determination. Combining the TOF information
with the momentum measurement enables the mass of the particle to be determined.
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The spectrometer has a total acceptance of about 25msr.
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Figure 31: The E802 spectrometer.
3.1.1 The Spectrometer Magnet
The dipole magnet used in the E802 spectrometer (known as "Henry Higgins") has an
air gap of dimensions 85cm wide by 40cm high and 120 cm deep. It has a maximum
field strength of 1.0 Tesla at a current of 1500 Amps. In Experiment 859 it was run
at the nominal settings of 02 or 04 Tesla, at both polarity settings. The polarity
which bends negatively-charged particles away from the beam pipe is known as the
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B polarity setting, and was the setting used for the runs dedicated to collecting
antiprotons. This is because the background track densit is largest on the sde of
y I
the spectrometer closest to the beam pipe, and the track reconstruction efficiency is
lower for higher track densities.
3.1.2 The Tracking Chambers
Particle tracks are reconstructed in front and behind the magnet from information
supplied by the four drift chambers TI to T4. Each chamber has 4 modules except
for T1, which as 5. Each module consists of 2 or 3 planes of wires, all oriented at
the same angle.
The wires of the X modules are vertical, and therefore provide positional information
in the horizontal direction. The horizontal wires in the Y modules provide positional
information in the vertical direction, and the U and V modules have wires at 30'
to the vertical respectively, except in TI where they are at ±450. In addition, TI has
an extra W module with wires at 26'. The U, V and W modules allow a connection
to be made between a track reconstructed in the XZ coordinate plane and the same
track found in the YZ coordinate plane.
To improve track reconstruction under high track-multiplicity conditions, the drift
chamber T2 used in E802 (with only 4 UV planes) was replaced with a new chamber
(with a total of 6 UV planes). This was found to be very valuable when operating the
spectrometer at te 5 degree setting with a Au target. For central Si+Au collisions at
the degree setting, the average number of fully-reconstructed tracks passing through
the spectrometer per event containing an antiproton was found to be 4 with 4V of
the events having or more tracks.
The drift chambers used in E859 can determine the track positions to within a resolu-
tion of about 150 microns. The ambiguity of determining whether a track passed on
the left or the right of a sense wire is reduced by having the wires in adjacent planes
staggered with rspect to one another.
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The VL2 trigger designed and built by the E859 collaboration is based around two
multi-wire proportional chambers situated behind the Henry Higgins magnet, which
provide rapid ositional information of tracks in the magnet bend plane. These trigger
chambers, called TRI and T2, are located 442cm and 509cm down-stream from the
target respectively, and have a wire separation of 0.635cm. TRI has 160 sense wires
and 2 has 256.
3.1.4 The Time-of-Flight Wall
The TOF wall consists of 160 vertical slats of BC 404 plastic scintillator, with each
slat having dimensions 78cm x 1.6cm x 1.6cm. Every sixteenth slat is doubly wide. In
E859 the first 16 slats were disabled for reasons necessitated by the VL2 trigger. The
light from each slat is viewed by two Hamamatsu R2083 photomultiplier tubes, one
at the top, and one at the bottom of the slat. The analog output signal is passively
split to enable oth the pulse height and the timing information to be read out.
The pulse heights from both tubes are separately read out by Fastbus ADCs, and
then combined geometrically to form the total pulse height ADC value given by
< ADC >= ZFupADCd.,,v.-
The size of the ight pulse is measured for two reasons:
1. The energy loss of the particle in the slat is proportional to the square of its
electric charge Z and the ADC value of the photomultiplier tube output can
be used to some extent, to determine Z.
2. The timing information extracted from the TDC output depends on the size
of the light pulse. The bigger the pulse, the sooner the discriminators will be
fired. A measurement of the size of the pulse allows this "slewing" effect to be
corrected for.
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3.1.3 The Trigger Chambers
The time-of-flight signals from the top and bottom photomultiplier tubes are first
discriminated and then sent 75m to the counting house via low-dispersion coaxial
cable, where they are again discriminated, and read out by LeCroy CAMAC TDCs
with a resolution of 50ps. The time of flight of the particle is given by the average
of the TDC vlues of the two tubes, corrected for the slewing effect. In addition,
the difference between the two TDC values enables the y position of the track to be
determined to within about 1.7cm. In E859 the timing resolution averaged over all
the slats was ound to be about 100ps. This is slightly worse than the resolution
achieved in E802, and is probably due to the aging of the TOF wall electronics and
possibly the aging of the scintillator in the TOF slats.
3.1.5 Beam Counter Detectors
The beam counters are BC418 scintillator paddles placed in the beam both before
and after the trget. They have several important functions:
1. To eliminate beam halo the four paddles called UDEW (up-down-east-west)
reject beam that does not come straight down the beam pipe. BVETO is a
3mm thick paddle placed just in front of the target, with a central 1. cm
diameter hole which defines the beam. A signal from BVETO rejects the beam
projectile.
2. The charge of the projectile is measured in BTOT with a resolution of ± 0.5
units. This enables projectiles which are not "Si to be rejected.
3. The BTOF scintillator provides a common timing strobe signal for the tracking
chambers and the TOF wall. It has a thickness of 0.5mm, providing a mean
timing resolution of about 60ps. The scintillator was mounted on a motorized
platform which allowed the beam spot on the scintillator to be moved to pre-
vent excessive radiation damage. With the typical beam intensities used, the
scintillator was moved every 34 days and the timing resolution varied between
55 and 75ps.
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4. The Bull's Eye scintillator (BE) is located 11 meters down-stream from the
target (just in front of the ZCAL) and measures the charge of the projectile
after it as passed through the target. The BE scintillator has a resolution of
± 0. uits of charge, and an interaction trigger is generated if the measured
charge is more than 13 units below that of "Si 
3.2 Event Characterization Detectors
The impact parameter, or centrality of a collision, can be determined in E859 from
either the Zero-Degree Calorimeter (ZCAL) or from the Target Multiplicity Array
(TMA).
3.2.1 The Zero-Degree Calorimeter
The Zero-Degree Calorimeter consists of 138 layers of scintillator sandwiched between
layers of iron, ad measures the kinetic energy of the projectile remnant 11.7m down-
stream from the target. The smaller the impact parameter, the more violent or
"central" is the collision, resulting in less of the initial beam projectile energy being
deposited in the ZCAL. The energy resolution of the ZCAL is approximately 0 13/ VE,
where E is the inetic energy of the remnant in GeV/c 2 . Typically, a central collision
is defined as a collision with a ZCAL energy in the lower % of the distribution. One
shortcoming of sing the ZCAL as a centrality trigger is that for asymmetric collisions
such as Si+Au, there is a wide range of impact parameters where the collisions all
produce little forward-going energy, and are indistinguishable in the ZCAL.
3.2.2 The Target Multiplicity Array
The Target Multiplicity Array (TMA) is an array of proportional tubes surrounding
the target holder, and measures the total multiplicity of charged particles produced
in the collision. he higher the multiplicity, the more central the collision. To be con-
sistent with E802 a central collision was defined to be a collision with a multiplicity
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in the upper 7% of the distribution.
The TMA has two parts: The barrel surrounds the target (parallel to the beam-pipe)
and covers the region 310 < < 1490. It has a diameter of about 60cm. The wall is
located about 30cm in front of the target and detects forward-going particles in the
region 60 < < 400. One panel of the wall is absent to allow a clear path from the
target to the sectrometer.
The tubes are essentially streamer tubes, operating in the proportional mode. They
consist of flat, gas-filled plastic sleeves, with each sleeve containing several long cells,
square-shaped in cross-section. The cell walls are covered with a resistive coating and
act as the cathode. An anode wire runs down the center of each cell. Attached to
the outside of the tubes are small copper pads, with each tube having many pads
a-long its length. A charged particle passing through the tube initiates an electron
avalanche in the gas, capacitively inducing a signal on the nearest copper pad which
is then amplified and readout.
The 3240 copper pads are designed such that they are smallest at small 0, where
the track density is highest. This means that for the highest multiplicity events
encountered only about % of the pads are hit more than once by charged particles.
A typical multiplicity measured by the TMA in E859 for a central Si+Au collision is
about 150 charged particles (see Figure 32).
3.3 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system for E859 was the same as for E802, with the addition of
some electronics to write out hit information from the trigger chambers. It has been
described extensively elsewhere [WL88]. The main components of the system are the
"front end" electronics (consisting of two interconnected VME crates housing several
Motorola processor elements, and a VME-FASTBUS interface), seven CAMAC and
four FASTBUS crates which read out the various detector elements and a VAX 785
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Figure 32: The TMA a it would appear in a typical central Si+Au collision. For
these collisions the charged particle multiplicity in the TMA is usually about 150.
computer, which writes the events out to 9-track magnetic data tapes.
Information from the various detector elements is read out when a first level trigger
is generated and not vetoed by the VL2 trigger. The CAMAC crates are read out
by front end modules called XYCOM units, which consist of a Motorola processor
and an interface to a CAMAC crate controller. The XYCOM modules convert the
data into YBOS banks, which are then read out sequentially by the "chairman"
processor, which also sits in the VME crate. The FASTBUS crates are read out
by the FASTBUSNME interface module, via the segment manager module in each
FASTBUS crate. This in turn sends its data to the "chairman" processor.
The "chairman" then assembles all the banks from the different detectors in the
experiment into events. At this stage all the event information is in terms of geo-
graphical addresses (ie, crate, module and channel numbers), and the events are sent
to another farm,-A processors where they are translated into chamber, plane and wire
information. Once a number of events have been translated, they are sent via the
chairman to the VAX, which then writes them out to tape.
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3.4.1 BEAM higger
In order to determine dn/dy distributions and cross sections it is necessary to know
the total integrated beam flux over the period in which data are being taken. A
"BEAM" trigger occurs whenever a projectile in the beam defined by the beam coun-
ters traverses the target. It is logically defined by
BEAM =_ FRE n UDEW n BTOF n BTOT n BVETO,
where PRE is a pileup rejector that requires that a beam projectile does not follow
another projectile within Ips. The hardware cut on the projectile charge made by
BTOT is relatively loose and tighter cuts are made later on in software after the gains
and pedestals of the beam detectors have been calibrated.
A convenient way of integrating the total beam that takes into account the dead
time of the spectrometer is to record a certain fraction of the BEAM events (ie an
event with a BAM trigger) along with the physics events. This fraction is given by
1/(BeamScaledown), where the beam scaledown is typically 10'. This means that
one in 10' beam. events will be recorded. The integrated beam during a run period is
then just the number of BEAM events, multiplied by the beam scaledown factor.
3.4.2 INTeraction higger
Also known as an INT trigger, the interaction trigger measures the charge of the
projectile remnant after it has traversed the target as described previously. It requires
that the charge easured in the BE scintillator be more than 13 units smaller than
the initial beam projectile charge. The INT trigger logic is defined by
INT = BEAM n BE.
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3.4 Hardware Triggers
A fraction of the INT events given by the INT scaledown, are written to tape for
diagnostic purposes, such as to determine the interaction rate of the target and to
determine the TMA multiplicity distribution for the centrality trigger. The INT
scaledown is tpically about 20.
3.4.3 SPEC Trigger
Because of the 25 msr acceptance of the spectrometer, only a small fraction of the NT
triggers will have a track in the spectrometer. In order to take high-statistics data
for inclusive prticle spectra, it is desirable to use a trigger which is biased toward
there being a tack in the spectrometer. The SPEC trigger is defined by
SPEC = BEAM n F n TOR
FO is a small aray of vertical scintillator slats in front of T1, and the SPEC trigger
requires a hit on at least one slat. Similarly, the trigger requires at least one slat in
the TOF wall to be hit. These two requirements make it quite likely that a particle
has passed all the way through the detector to the TOF wall. Note that the INT
condition is not required by the hardware SPEC trigger.
3.4.4 SPEC-TMA Trigger
A major goal of the antiproton analysis in E859 was to improve the statistics for the
central Si+Aun-leasurement. Because central events, by definition, only comprise 70
of all te interactions in the target, much of the antiproton data were taken with
a hardware trigger known as SPEC.TMA, which requires that there be a minimum
charged-particle multiplicity seen in the TMA.
For triggering prposes, the TMA produces an analog output signal which is roughly
proportional to the number of pads hit by charged particles. This signal is discrim-
inated, and if it is above a certain threshold a TMA trigger (denoted by TMA is
produced. The treshold is generally set so that a TMA trigger is produced for events
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in the upper 12% of the multiplicity distribution. The trigger logic is defined by
SPEC TMA = SPEC nTMA,
It is important to remember that the analog signal is only used to produce a fast online
trigger. The exact number of hit pads is determined oine, allowing the tighter NO
cut to be done later in software.
Most of the Si+Al data were taken using the SPEC trigger, allowing a minimum
bias analysis to be done (this, of course, cannot be done with data taken with a
SPEC.TMA trigger). The central events from data taken with a SPEC trigger only,
can be analyzed separately by making the same 7% cut in software on the TMA
multiplicity.
3.5 The Level 11 Trigger
The major difference between E859 and its predecessor E802, was the addition of the
on-line particle identification trigger, called the Level or VL2 trigger. The LVL2
trigger is a sophisticated hardware trigger, capable of finding tracks and determining
their momenta, charges and masses within 40ps of an interaction in the target. The
trigger has been described in detail elsewhere [Zaj9l]. Requirements of the trigger
were that it must:
1. Track and identify all charged particles in events with a track multiplicity of at
least .
2. Cover a range in momentum from 03 < p < 20 GeV/c.
3. Make a trigger decision within 40ps.
4. Allow users to select various triggers at run time.
The hardware components of the LVL2 trigger consist of the two multi-wire, propor-
tional chambers'TRI and 2 and a number of LeCroy ECLine modules to perform
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read-out, table-lookup, calculation and control functions.
For each event, the trigger begins by looping over hits on TRI and hits on the TOF
wall. For each hit TRI wire and TOF slat combination, a Memory-Lookup Unit
(MLU) containing pre-tabulated trajectories, is used to determine the corresponding
wire that should have been hit in T2. Simultaneously, two othex lookup units
provide the signed momentum and path length, and the time-of-flight for the slat
is calculated i an arithmetic unit processing the data from the FERA and FERET
units, which rpidly readout the two photomultiplier tubes.
The Data Array for TR2 is interrogated, and if a hit is found on the predicted TR2
wire (or within some assigned search-width), another lookup uses the time-of-flight to
determine the velocity. A final lookup is then used to combine the signed momentum
and the velocity to determine the mass and identify the particle.
Additional electronics are used to count identified tracks which satisfy the trigger
requirements nd to eliminate spurious tracks. If the trigger requirements are not
met after looping over all TRI/slat combinations, a veto signal is created after 40ps
to prevent full readout of the event.
The LVL2 trigger was commissioned in June of 1990 and was found to work very
successfully. he rejection factor of the LVL2 trigger is defined by:
Rejection Factor -_ number of events passing Ist level trigger
number of events passing Ist and 2nd level triggers'
For the dedicated antiproton runs where the LVL2 trigger was gated on negative
tracks with a mass greater than 07 GeV/c 2 , the rejection factor for Si+Au was found
to be about 20 at the 14'spectrometer setting, increasing to 30 at 24'. For Si+Al the
rejection factor was approximately 50 at 240.
It should be remembered, however, that there is a limit to how high the beam intensity
can be increased (due to both availability and radiation safety considerations), and
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there comes a point at which a higher rejection factor does not increase the rate at
which data can be taken.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
4.1 Analysis Sequence
Due to the number of detector components in E859 and the large quantities of data
taken, the data analysis is a long and involved process. It is split up into four stages
also known as ata "passes".
The first stage called PassO, involves copying the data from the 100 Mbyte 9-track
magnetic tapes onto 2 Gbyte 8mm tapes. This greatly reduces the physical space
required to store the tapes and also makes transport of the data to the various in-
stitutions much easier. PassO also involves producing histograms which are used to
calibrate the various detectors.
Passl uses the calibrations from PassO to convert the ADC and TDC information
into physical quantities such as times, distances, hit multiplicities and energies.
Pass2 is the track reconstruction pass in which all hits on the drift chambers and
the TOF wall are combined to form tracks in the spectrometer and a preliminary
identification of the particles from the TOF times is made. Passl and Pass2 are
usually combined and run at the same time.
The final pass, Pass3, performs a final particle identification using the TOF and
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momentum information, and the (erenkov detector extends the particle identification
beyond the maximum momentum at which identification can be performed with the
TOF wall alone. During Pass3 for E859, the TOF wall was re-calibrated to improve
the particle identification and various problems with Pass2, such as incorrect path
lengths and track status, were corrected.
4.2 hack Reconstruction
A typical event with just one or two tracks passing through the spectrometer, is
generally fairly easy to reconstruct. At the 140, and especially at the 5' spectrometer
setting, however, the track multiplicity can be much higher for central Si+Au events.
In fact, Vo of te antiprotons at 5' come from events with a fully-reconstructed track
multiplicity greater than 8, and the number of tracks in front of the magnet in T1
and T2 can be much greater than this.
In addition, due to the left-right ambiguity as to which side of the wires the track
passed, each track produces two possible hit positions per drift plane. This means
that the hit density becomes very large, especially in front of the magnet. It was
found that under these conditions the reconstruction code written for E802 called
"Reconstruct" was inadequate, and two new algorithms were written to replace it.
These new codes make use of the additional hit information provided by the new
trigger chambers TRI and T2, enabling more stringent requirements to be placed
on the track quality behind the magnet. Trck3 is a code written by Shigehiro Hayashi
and Hiroyoshi Sakurai from Brookhaven National Laboratory. Auscon was written by
myself, and is a Fortran code that is based on a Zebra Bank hit and track management
svstern written y David Morrison, also from MIT. Since was involved in designing,
writing and testing Auscon, and since it was used to analyse the E859 antiproton
data, I will describe it here. In order to see how it differs from Reconstruct in its
basic philosophy I will begin by briefly describing how Reconstruct works.
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Reconstruct was written for the E802 collaboration by Martin Sarabura and Huan
Huang, and has been extensively described elsewhere [Sar89, Hua9O].
Reconstruct bgins its track reconstruction behind the magnet by looking at hits on
the drift chambers T3 and T4. It follows a microscopic approach: it looks to find
vectors through the three hits in each of the T3X and T4X modules, to form local
T3 and T4 X vectors. Similarly, Y vectors are found in the same way in the T3Y and
T4Y modules.
The problem then is to pair a given local X vector with one of the local Y vectors
to create an XY hit cluster. This is done using the U and V modules in T3 and T4.
Since the wires in these modules are inclined to both the X and Y wires, a given X
and Y position will predict a unique hit position on the U and V planes. If enough
hits are found ithin a specified distance of this position on the four U and V planes,
the local X and Y vectors are paired together to create a cluster. The local vectors
on T3 are then. connected to the local T4 vectors (if they point at one another) to
produce a full T3T4 track.
The T3T4 tracks are then projected back to the TOF wall. If a TOF hit is found
within cm in X and Y of the projection, the TOF hit is assigned to the track.
The reconstruction in front of the magnet begins by collecting hits on the T and 2
drift chambers. This is done by projecting the T3T4 tracks through the Henry Higgins
magnet to the target. In the XZ plane the projection is done using the transfer matrix
which is constructed from the magnet map, and by assuming the tracks originate from
the target. In te YZ plane the projection must take into account the effects of vertical
focussing, which is due to fringe field effects at the entrance and exit of the magnet.
This effect was simulated using the "thin lens" approximation. This approach places
two lenses at the physical edges of the magnet and the focal lengths of the lenses and
the position of the entrance lens were varied to fit the data.
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4.3 Reconstruct
Having projected a T3T4 track through the magnet, XY search areas or "pads" are
defined about the intersection points of the projection and TI and T2. The hits that
lie within the T2 pad are then used to create a local T2 vector. For the. TI hits,
however, this is not possible due to the small T1 plane separation and a relatively
low intrinsic hit detection efficiency. Instead, space-points are found by looking for
regions where a sufficiently large number of hits overlap. If a T2 vector is sufficiently
aligned with a TI space-point, the hits are connected to form a IT2 track.
It now remains to determine which TIT2 track is best matched with each T3T4 track.
This is done b comparing all the various combinations, and matching those which
are best aligned.
4.4 Auscon
Auscon differs from Reconstruct in that it is a global rather than a microscopic code.
By that I mean that it does not find local vectors within a given chamber, and then
attempt to link these vectors to form a track. Instead, it looks at several chambers
at a time, and searches for lines of hits that can be connected to form a track. This
is done separately behind the magnet in T3 and T4 and in front of the magnet in TI
and T2. This makes the code less susceptible to fluctuations in hit positions as there
is no projection of local vectors with small lever arms, and also makes track finding
possible in cases where there are several hits missing due to detector inefficiencies.
Another feature of Auscon is that it uses the VL2 hits on the wire chambers TRI
and T2 to collect hits on the drift chambers T3 and T4 that may be associated with
a track. This reduces significantly the number of hits that need to be looped over in
searching for tracks. For the following discussion of Auscon, the default values of the
various cuts and search widths used in the code can be found in Appendix A.
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Auscon, like Reconstruct, begins event reconstruction behind the magnet in T3 and
T4 where the multiplicity is lower. The first step is to select the X hits in T3 and
T4 that will b used to create tracks. This is done by looping over hits on the TOF
wall and hits on trigger chamber TRI. The vector through these two hits is projected
through T3 and T4, and hits are collected in the T3T4 X modules within a search-
width about te projection. The closest hit to the projection on trigger chamber
TR2 is also collected if it is within a specified search-width, and this hit is marked as
having been ",used" in a track.
In the same way, vectors through "unused" TR2 hits and hits on the TOF wall are
used to collect hits on T3 and T4. This allows tracks that do not have a TRI hit
(either because they are outside of the acceptance of TRI or due to inefficiency) to
be reconstructed.
The output of this stage of the program consists of a number of sets of T3T4 X
hits associated with a TOF hit and a TRI and/or TR2 hit. These sets are called
4 raw" tracks to distinguish them from real fitted tracks, and can have several hits
per detector plane. Each track is stored in a zebra bank as a list of hits.
At this point, te positions of the hits associated with a track in a given drift chamber
are calculated from the timing calibrations for the chamber, which assume that the
particle has travelled at the speed of light from the target to the chamber. If the
particle is not travelling at the speed of light, it will take longer to reach the chamber,
and this delay will be interpreted by the chamber TDC electronics as a longer drift
time. The result is that the left/right pair of hits associated with the sense wire
in a struck cell will be assigned positions that are too far from the wire position.
This displacement can be corrected for by using the time of flight from the TOF
wall hit associated with a track, and moving the pair of hits in closer to the wire
by the correct amount. The X positions of all the hits in each "raw" track were
corrected in this way. While only slightly improving the overall efficiency of the
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T3T4 X Hit Collection
track reconstruction algorithm, this correction (known as the transit-time correction)
significantly dcreased the value of X 2 when tracks were fitted through the hits.
T3T4 X 'rack Reconstruction
The second step is to take each "raw" X track, and where possible to search for tracks
through these its. The track recognition method used by Auscon is to loop over pairs
of hits that are as widely separated as possible (in this case a hit on the first X plane
of T3 and a hit on the last X plane of T4), and to look for hits within a search-width
about the line connecting this pair.
The search widths are wide enough to take into account the 150 micron resolution
of the drift chambers and any uncertainties in the positions and geometry of the
chambers. In this case, hits are searched for on the two intervening X planes in each
of T3 and T4, and also on the three X planes of the drift chamber T3.5. If enough
hits are found in each X module and if the total number of hits is large enough, the
track is said to be verified and a two-dimensional vector is fitted through the hits in
2order to minimize the value of X
The track is then stored in a zebra bank as a list of hits (up to nine T3T4 X hits, one
or two trigger chamber hits and a TOF hit), with some header words describing the
fit parameters.
To take into account detector plane inefficiencies, it is not enough to only loop over
pairs of hits on the first X plane of T3 and the last X plane of T4. If hits are missing
on these two planes, a track will be lost. To solve this problem, Auscon also loops
over hits that ave not already been "used" in a fitted track that lie on the first
intervening X panes (in this case, the middle X planes of T3 and T4).
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The next step is to find the T3T4 Y, U and V hits associated with each X track. To
do this, Auscon determines the path length of the track from the target to the TOF
wall hit, and using the Y location of the TOF hit, calculates the Y position of the
track at a point just behind the magnet. The Y hits will then lie within a certain
search-width out the line from this point to the TOF hit. Using the expected X
location of the track at each U and V module (calculated from the parameters of the
fitted X track) and the expected Y location (from the Y location of the TOF hit), the
expected track position in U and V can be determined at each U and V plane. The U
and V hits are then collected within a certain search width about these positions, and
the Y, U and V hits are stored in a zebra bank as a "raw" Y track. The transit-time
correction is ten applied to all the hits in the track, using the time of flight from
the TOF wall hit. Track reconstruction in the YZ plane is done in an analogous way
to the X track reconstruction, the main difference being that given a T3T4 X track,
the Y track must be verified on the U and V planes. For each T3T4 X track, Auscon
loops over pairs of Y hits (from the Y hits collected for that track), one hit of the
pair being on te first Y plane of T3, and the other being on the last Y plane of T4.
Inefficiencies are handled in the same manner as for the X tracks.
The line connecting the hit pair being looped over defines the expected Y position at
each detector plane, and the expected X position is determined from the fit parameters
of the X track. Hits on the intervening Y planes are searched for within a search width
of the expected Y position.
Given an expected (XY) position, an expected hit position on the U and V planes
can be calculated. If enough Y hits are found, and if enough U and V hits are found
within a search-width of the expected positions, the track is verified. The X, Y, U and
V hits are then combined to form a complete T3T4 track, and a three-dimensional
vector is fitted through all the hits in order to minimize the value of X'. For each X
track, only the est quality complete T3T4 track (ie, that with the smallest fit X is
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T3T4 Y Hit Collection and Track Reconstruction
kept.
The T3T4 track is then projected to the TOF wall, to ensure that the TOF hit
associated with the track is the closest hit to the projected position. If it is not, the
closest hit is sbstituted.
T3T4 Track Filtering
Auscon must now determine which tracks are real tracks and which are ghost tracks.
This is done by determining how many shared "views" two tracks have. For example,
two tracks have two shared T3 views (the X and the U view, say) if they share one
or more X hits in T3 and one or more U hits in T3. The filtering is done by looking
at all pairs of T3T4 tracks, and if they share enough views in T3 and T4, the poorer
quality track (ie, that with the larger fit X) is deleted.
Track Projection Through the Magnet
Auscon, like Reconstruct, requires a track behind the magnet to be found in order
to attempt to fnd a track in front of the magnet in TI and T2. Each T3T4 track is
projected through the magnet in order to collect hits in T and T2.
The projection in the XZ plane is done using a spline approximation written by W.
Zajc, that assumes that the track originates at the target at x=O. This projection
gives an approximate measurement of the momentum. The projection in the YZ
plane is done i the same way as Reconstruct, using the "thin lens" approximation.
The projected track parameters are then recorded in the header words of each T3T4
track, along with the approximate momentum. If a TIT2 track is not found for a
given track, this is the final momentum that is assigned to the track.
T1T2 X Track Reconstruction
Hits in the T1 and T2 X modules are collected within a search-width of the pro-
jection of each T3T4 track through the magnet. Thus, for each T3T4 track there
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is a collection of hits that will be used to try and form TIT2 X tracks. Tracks are
fitted through these hits in exactly the same way as for the T3T4 X tracks, the only
difference beina that the tracks must meet two additional criteria:
1. The track must point approximately to the target position.
2. The difference between dx/dz of the track and that of the T3T4 projection
must be no greater than the maximum difference allowed for a track of that
momentum. This matching criterion will be discussed in more detail later.
The T1T2 X tracks are written out into a zebra bank in the same way as the T3T4
X tracks.
T1T2 Y h-ack Reconstruction
For each T3T4 track there may now be several T1T2 X tracks that were found within
the dx/dz match cut. For each of these, Auscon attempts to find a TIT2 Y track.
The T2 Y hits are collected within a search-width of the T3T4 projection, and the
U, V and W hits are also collected using the parameters of the T2 X track and the
T3T4 Y projection.
Tracks are fitted through these hits in the same way as for the T3T4 Y tracks, except
that they must meet some additional criteria:
1. The track must point to the target within the target cuts in both the XZ and
YZ planes.
2. The track and its associated T3T4 track must pass the three matching cuts
(these will. be discussed in more detail later).
3. For each T3T4 track only the best quality TIT2 track (ie, that with the smallest
fit 2) to pass the above two criteria is kept. The tracks are then written out in a
zebra bank, with the header words containing the fit parameters and indicating
which T3T4 track they are associated with.
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Figure 41: The number of hits found by Auscon i T and T2 versus the number
found in T3 and T4 for real data.
In Figure 41 the number of TIT2 hits per track is plotted versus the number of T3T4
hits in the track. It can be seen that the T3T4 distribution is peaked fairly sharply
at the maximum, whereas the number of T2 hits is often considerably less than
the maximum Dumber. This reflects the lower efficiency of TI and to a lesser degree,
the fact that the higher hit density makes it harder to always find the real hits in the
track.
T1T2 Tack Filtering
The TIT2 tracks are filtered in the same way as the T3T4 tracks. Instead of deleting
ghost tracks, however, the first bit of their status word is not set. This means that
a complete track that is fully verified but shares too many hits in T and T2 with
another track, will have a status of 254 instead of 255.
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If a T2 track was found for a particular T3T4 track, the T2 information is
written to the T3T4 track header words. All the T3T4 tracks are then written out,
along with their T2 information, in a TRED bank. In addition, two diagnostic
banks called the TRDV and TRGS banks are also written out. They contain hit-by-
hit information from all the chambers for each track.
Matching Cuts
In order for a T2 track to be matched through the magnet with a T3T4 track, it
must pass cuts on the following three quantities:
1. The difference between dx/dz of the track and dx/dz of the T3T4 track projec-
tion.
2. The difference between dy/dz of the track and dy/dz of the T3T4 track projec-
tion.
3. The "squared match deviation".
The last of these is a measure of how closely together the TIT2 track and the T3T4
projection lie. It takes into account the difference between the T1T2 track and the
T3T4 projection in both slope and position in TI and T2. It is calculated by taking
the square of the distance between the TIT2 track and the T3T4 projection at z=O
(for the projection, x=O at z=O, but y can be non-zero) and adding it to the same
quantity calculated at z = 500 cm. This second point is chosen with a large z to
provide a large lever arm, and the fact that the physical location of this point is
behind the magnet is irrelevant.
The quality of a match between a TIT2 track and a T3T4 track depends on the
momentum of the track, due to the multiple scattering of the particle as it passes
through the air in the magnet gap. The scattering angle follows an approximately
Gaussian distribution with a width that goes as 110P. The MS scattering angle (in
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Connecting Tracks and T-ack Output
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Figure 42: Distributions for the uantities A(dxldz), /(dy/dz) and the quared-
match-deviation used by Auscon for matching tracks through the Henry Higgins mag-
,net. The dtributions are from real data. The upper edges of the dtributions repre-
sent the maximum allowable value at each momentum.
radians) is give by
AORMS = Z 20(MeV/c) - Iloglo X
-_ I Po frd 9 Lrad I
(4.1)
where Lrad and x are the radiation length and thickness of the material. Therefore,
the matching cuts need to be looser for lower momentum tracks.
In Auscon, the three cuts are calculated from fourth order polynomials in the mo-
mentum which ave been parameterized by fitting the distributions from protons in
real data. The parameters are calculated in each momentum slice so that 99% of the
protons (when te cuts are opened wide) pass the cuts. The distributions for dx/dz,
dy/dz and the squared-match-deviation are shown in Figure 42 for real data.
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In order to investigate the improvement of Auscon over the old E802 reconstruction
algorithm, Reconstruct, I compared the output of both codes on simulated tracks from
Geant, and on real high-multiplicity data. In order to maximize the multiplicity, I
chose to use Au+Au data at the 14' spectrometer setting, which was taken before
the spectrometer tracking chambers were upgraded for experiment E866 in April,
1992. The arra . Reconstruct were increased in order to handle the higher hit
multiplicities without losing efficiency.
4.5.1 Simulated Tracks
Simulated protons at a momentum of I GeV/c were thrown by the Geant simulation
package into the acceptance of the spectrometer. The tracks were then reconstructed
with both reconstruction codes, and the reconstructed tracks compared with the
initial simulated tracks. I looked at the difference in theta, phi and momentum, and
the position of the tracks at their intersection with the drift chambers T and T2.
The widths of the distributions (reconstructed - initial) for theta, phi, momentum,
target position and TI and T2 position are shown in Table 41. All the results are
for I GeV/c protons, for a track multiplicity of .
All physics processes relevant to protons were included in the simulation, except that
secondary particles produced in any interactions were not followed, and any hits on
the chambers due to these tracks were lost. It was found that this has only a small
effect on the performance of the reconstruction codes.
Inefficiencies of the tracking chamber planes to detect a track were simulated by
randomly dropping hits, depending on the efficiency of the plane. The efficiencies
that were used ere 85% for T1, 95% for T2 and 98% for T3 and T4 [Sar89].
It can be seen from the table that the differences in track reconstruction quality
between the two codes does not appear to be too large for simulated data. The
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4.5 Auscon Performance
Quantity Auscon Reconstruct
Momentum 1.37% 1.57%
Theta 0.4650 0.4650
Phi 1.250 1.280
Ax (Tl) 0.174 mm 0.204 mm
Ay (TI) 0.092 mm 0.103 mm
Ax (T2) 0.183 mm 0.187 mm
Ay J2) 0.094 mm 0.102 mm
Table 41: Comparison of reconstructed tracks from Auscon and Reconstruct. The
numbers represent the la widths of the differences between the initial and actual quan-
t1ties. The tracks were I GeVIc protons, produced by Geant.
biggest difference is the x resolution in TI, which is 17% larger for Reconstruct. The
momentum resolution is also 15% better in Auscon.
The widths of the distributions only tell part of the story, however. It is useful
to look also at, the tails of the distributions, to see how many extraneous tracks
are being generated far from the actual position of the tracks. In Figure 43 the
reconstructed minus the actual track position in x and y are shown for T and T2,
for both reconstruction codes. The difference is clearest in TI, where Auscon creates
a tighter distribution, with fewer outlying tracks. The difference between the codes
in T2 is not as marked, however, although there are still fewer outlying tracks for
Auscon.
4.5.2 Real Au+Au Data
It is hard to gauge the effectiveness of a reconstruction program from a Monte Carlo
simulation, because the simulation can only approximately model the real spectrome-
ter. One of the major problems is that the E859 Monte Carlo is set up so that tracks
only come from the real target. During a real data taking run, there can be back-
ground tracks coming from upstream of the target, or from the beam pipe, magnet
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Figure 43: The reconstructed minus actual track position in T and T2 (cm) for
Auscon and Reconstruct.
yoke, etc. The roblem of background is particularly bad in front of the magnet in TI
and T2, where there can be many soft delta rays. Behind the magnet there are fewer
background tracks, as many of the soft particles get swept out of the acceptance by
the Henry Higgins magnet. In Au+Au collisions, the hit density in the front chambers
at forward spectrometer angles can become extremely high.
The effectiveness of a tracking code under high background conditions is best deter-
mined from real data, by looking at the signal to noise ratio and at the yields of
identified particles.
The yields of identified particles from the two reconstruction codes, for a small Au+Au
run at the 14' spectrometer setting, is shown in Table 42. It can be seen that the
yields are considerably higher in Auscon for all the particles, and the total number
of status 255 tracks in Auscon is 21% more than in Reconstruct.
The mass distribution of all the fully reconstructed (status 255) tracks is shown in
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Particle Auscon Reconstruct Diff (Vo)
e+ 74 50 50
e- 65 44 48
7r + 882 696 27
r- 649 503 29
k+ 88 76 16
k- 10 6 67
p + 1233 908 36
p- 0 0 0
d 82 65 26
255 stat tracks 3327 2739 21
Table 42: Comparison of identified particle yields from Auscon and Reconstruct, for a
Au+Au run with 2000 events at the 14' spectrometer setting (run 11342). The array
SiZC8 in econstruct were increased to keep the number of overflow errors small.
Figure 44 for both codes. The biggest difference between the two spectra (apart
from the absolute yields) is the background in the k- region, and between the k and
proton peaks. he k- peak, which is clearly visible in Auscon, does not stand out
above the background in Reconstruct, and the background in the region of the k+
peak is larger i Reconstruct.
4.6 Particle Identification using the TOF Wall
Tracks are assigned a particle identification in the E859 spectrometer by combining
the time-of-fligbt of the hit TOF slat with the momentum of the track to determine
the mass. If the momentum of the track is too high, the particle identification code
(known as the PICD code) attempts to combine information from the GAS Cerenkov
(GASC) detector with the TOF information to identify the particle. The GASC
detector can distinguish pions from electrons above a momentum of 054 GeV/c,
kaons from pions above 182 GeV/c and protons from kaons above 5.0 GeV/c.
Specifically, the PICD code calculates the measured value of 1/ from the time-of-
flight of the struck TOF slat (T) and the path length to the slat from the target (L),
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ie.
T(1/).bs = C_ (4.2)
L'
The value of( I b, combined with the measured momentum p determines the
particle species. The regions in the (1/0),,b, VS- p plane in which the PICD code
identifies the various species of particles are shown in Figure 45. The two lines
delimiting the rgion for each particle species are the upper and lower 3or cuts on the
allowed values Of (1/)obs for that species at the given measured momentum. Thus
the upper and lower limits for a particle species of mass rni are given by
(I/Mmax/min = 1/0)exp± 3o,(1/0),p, (4.3)
where (1/),,,p is the value of 1/0 we expect to measure for a particle with mass
mi at the measured momentum (assuming perfect momentum and TOF resolution)
and 11),,p is the one sigma uncertainty in predicting the value we actually mea-
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1/p vs Momentum (GeV/c)
sure when we include the finite experimental momentum and TOF resolution. The
expected value is given by
(1/0)ex = lVp2 + MC2 (4.4)
and the uncertainty is given by
c M? 01)2 + I _P 2'01(1/0)1xp (_01tof PVr  (4.5)L M2 + 2 p
where at,,f is the intrinsic resolution of the TOF wall and is taken to be 120 ps. The
momentum resolution depends on the accuracy of measuring the bend angle and on
the effects of multiple scattering, and is parameterized as [H+93]
2 2
O'P (Cre. (B) P)2 + (4.6)
p
where Cres and MS depend on the magnetic field, the position resolution of -the drift
chambers, the charge of the particle and the track length from T to T4.
The identification of a particle species is obtained unambiguously at the 3or level
from (1/0).br u to the momentum at which its region begins to overlap with that of
another particle species. For example, the antiprotons are identified unambiguously
at, the 3o, level up to a momentum of 3 GeV/c at which point the lower bound of 1/0
for the antiprotons intersects with the upper bound for K's.
The proton identification, however, is extended up to a momentum of 34 GeV/c
where the proton region starts to overlap with the pion region. This is because the
protons are much more numerous than the K's and so a particle falling in the overlap
region between the kaons and the protons is assumed to be a proton.
Above a momentum of 34 GeV/c the ASC can be used to separate the protons and
antiprotons from the pions and the magnitude of the charge measured from dE/dx
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in the TOF wall can be used to separate them from the 'He in the overlap region.
In this antiproton analysis the GASC information was not used and antiprotons were
only analysed with momenta below 30 GeV/c.
4.7 E859 Antiproton Data Sets
The antiproton analysis presented in this thesis includes data that were collected in
the February 1991 and the March 1992 E859 running periods.
1. Central Si+Au
The main goal of the E859 antiproton measurements was to get the best possible
statistics for the central Si+Au data. The minimum-bias Au measurement
and the central and minimum-bias Si+A1 data were taken as secondary goals.
Fortunately, a high-statistics measurement of correlations between pairs of kaons
was also being made for central (SPEC TMA) Si+Au collisions at the 14'
spectrometer setting. Since events with two kaons are relatively rare, the dead
time from a K trigger is fairly low, and by including an antiproton trigger with
the 2K trigger, a good antiproton collection rate could be obtained. Since data
were taken with this trigger for about three weeks of beam time, over 5,000
antiprotons were collected at the 14' setting with a magnetic field setting of
4A 04 Tesla, polarity A). Additional SPEC-TMA data were taken at the '
setting with a K- /15 trigger and at 24' with a dedicated trigger. Both of these
data sets were taken with a magnetic field of 4B 0.4 Tesla, polarity B).
2. Minimum bias Si+Au
The minimumbias Si+Au data were taken with a mixtureof K-/Fand K/K-/F
triggers, with a minimum-bias (SPEC) trigger. The data were taken at spec-
trometer agles of 5', 14', 24', 34' and 44', and with magnetic field settings of
0.2 and OA Tesla of both polarities.
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3. Central Si+Al
The central Si+Al data were taken with a mixture of dedicated 1, K-/f and
K+/K-/I)- triggers at spectrometer settings of between 5' and 44'. Because of
the lower trigger rates for kaons and antiprotons with an Al target, the dead
time wit a minimum-bias trigger is still fairly low, and running with a SPEC
trigger does not significantly reduce the number of central antiprotons being
collected. For this reason, all the data were taken with a minimum-bias trigger,
except some of the 44' data, which had a mixture of SPEC and SPEC.TMA
triggers. he magnetic field settings were 02 and 04 Tesla at both polarities.
4. Min-Bias Si+Al
These data were taken from the same data set as the central Si+Al data, except
that only antiprotons from events with a SPEC trigger were included.
4.8 TMA Centrality Cut
The Target Multiplicity Array was used in the E859 and E802 antiproton analyses
to determine te centrality of the collisions being studied (see Section 32.2) To
be consistent with the E802 analysis, central collisions were defined to be in the
upper 7% of the charged-particle multiplicity distribution measured in the TMA To
avoid systematic uncertainties, the 7 TMA multiplicity cut for a run or runs) was
determined as follows:
1. The TMA multiplicity was histogrammed for all events in the run(s) taken with
an interaction (INT) trigger. This is shown as the upper curve in Figure 46,
which is from several combined Si+Au runs.
2. From this distribution the contribution due to non-target interactions (which
produce ah-nost no tracks in the spectrometer) must be subtracted. This contri-
bution is otained by scalina the TMA multiplicity distribution from the closest
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target-out run, so that it corresponds to the same amount of live beam as the
run(s) being corrected. After this contribution has been subtracted, we are left
with the target-out corrected multiplicity distribution. (Figure 47 shows the
distribution for several Si+Al runs. It can be seen that the target-out contri-
bution for the Al target has a much larger effect than for the Au target, as the
Au data xtend to the high-multiplicity end of the distribution).
3. The large peak in the TMA distribution for INT triggered events at very low
multiplicity corresponds to the large cross-section for very peripheral collisions.
Whether or not a very peripheral collision is called an interaction depends on
the INT trigger threshold. The height of this peak is therefore very sensitive
to the INT threshold, which can vary significantly over the course of several
runs. Determining the 7 cut by taking the upper 7 of the entire multiplicity
distribution would contain this uncertainty. Instead, the number of expected
interaction triggers for the run(s) can be calculated from the number of live-
beam events and the interaction rate of the target, and the number of expected
central interactions is 7% of this number.
4. The target-out corrected multiplicity distribution for the run(s) is then inte-
grated from the high multiplicity end, until the integrated number of interac-
tions is eual to the expected number of central interactions for the run(s). The
multiplicity at which this occurs is used as the TMA multiplicity cut, and a
collision is labelled as central if the multiplicity is larger than this value.
It was found that the TMA multiplicity cut was fairly constant over periods of a few
runs, and would then either systematically increase or decrease for the next few runs.
This was probably due to changes in the efficiency of the pads to fire due to the quality
of the gas mixture or the rate of gas flow. Because of these shifts, the ideal situation
would be to calculate the TMA multiplicity cut on a run by run basis. However, due
to there being on average only 1,000 INT events recorded per run, it was necessary
to combine several runs to accurately determine the cut. In Figures 48 - 410 the 7%
multiplicity cuts are shown calculated run by run for the Si+Au data. The cuts used
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Figure 46: TMA multiplicity dtribution for central Si+Au interactions. The upper
curve is the uncorrected dstribution. The dark shaded region i the contribution from
non-target nteractions (target-out corrections. The lightly haded region Z's the ubset
of interactions that generate a high-multiplicity TMA trigger. The 7 Ct at a
multiplicity of about 120.
in the analysis etermined from combining groups of runs are shown by the straight
lines.
4.9 TMA Trigger Efficiency
As mentioned in Section 32.2, the hardware TMA trigger used to create the SPEC-TMA
trigger condition is not a precise cut on the number of hit TMA pads, but is simply
the requirement that the sum of the analog signals from all the pads be greater than
the preset threshold. Since the efficiency of the pads varies, there can be fluctua-
tions in the size of the analog trigger signal for a given charged particle multiplicity,
depending on wich pads were hit.
Even if the threshold is set so that on average, the TMA trigger fires for events in the
upper 12% of the multiplicity distribution, there is a certain probability that events
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Figure 47: TMA multiplicity dstribution for central Si+Al interactions. The upper
curve is the uncorrected dstribution. The dark shaded region Z's the contribution from
non-target nteractions (target-out correction). Note that the non-target interaction
contribution extends to the hh multiplicity edge of the dtribution. The 7 cut is
at a multiplicity of about 50.
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lying in the upper 7% of the distribution will not trigger the TMA. This leads to an
inefficiency in the SPEC-TMA trigger, and real central events can be lost at the time
that data are being taken.
The TMA efficiency for gating on central events varies depending on the threshold
voltage that is set on the analog trigger signal. For most of the runs used in the
antiproton analysis the threshold was set sufficiently low so that the TMA trigger
efficiency was above 9%. However, for many of the 5' central Si+Au runs, the
threshold was set too high and the TMA trigger efficiency was, on average, only 73%.
The efficiency of the TMA trigger can be determined by looking at the fraction of
interaction (INT) events above the 7/o TMA multiplicity cut that initiated a TMA
trigger. In Figure 46 the lightly-shaded region represents the subset of INT events
for which the TMA fired, and the TMA bit was set in the second trigger word for
several combined Si+Au runs. It can be seen that some of the events above the MO
cut do not fire the TMA. This means that if we are collecting data with a SPEC-TMA
trigger, some of the central events will be lost.
This inefficiency of the TMA trigger needs to be corrected for later on in software.
The correction factor is simply the inverse of the TMA trigger efficiency, which is
defined as the fraction of INT events above the 7% cut which fired the TMA. The
TMA trigger efficiency was calculated from the same groups of combined runs used
to determine the TMA multiplicity cut, and are shown in Figures 48 - 410.
4.10 Energy Loss Cuts
The energy loss (ELOSS) of a charged particle in a medium is given by the Bethe-
Bloch formula, and depends on its electric charge and velocity. The energy loss for
antiprotons is a minimum for an energy of about Gev, and increases only very slowly
for higher energies. Below GeV, the energy loss increases rapidly with decreasing
velocity.
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Using the particle velocity determined from the path length (from the target to the
TOF wall) ad the time-of-flight, the magnitude of the charge of a particle can be
determined from the energy deposited by the particle in the TOF slat. To be identified
by the PICD code as an antiproton a track must have an energy loss indicating that
it is a minimum ionizing particle with a charge of magnitude z > 1, ie. in this analysis
the cut consisted only of a lower energy-loss cutoff. At the high-loss end, the Landau
distribution has a long tail and antiprotons on this tail can appear to have a charge
of 2 or even 3 nits. These were included in the analysis. The sign of the charge must
be negative as determined from the bend direction in the magnet.
4.11 Beam Quality Cuts
4.1 1.1 Follow Cut
For some of the runs using the dedicated antiproton trigger at the larger spectrometer
angles especially at 24'), the rejection factor of the VL2 trigger was very large,
allowing the beam intensity to be increased to more than 10' particles per spill.
With these high beam intensities the follow rate (see Section 31.5) can become very
high.
A follow event is defined as an event in which more than one beam particle is detected
by the beam counter electronics during the pre-trigger interval of 2Ons. A follow
event is tagged by setting the follow bit in the event trigger word. Since the TZERO
signal (ie. the time at which the beam particle is recorded as passing through the
target) is given by the first beam particle, subsequent beam particles in a follow
event will have an incorrect TZERO assigned to them. This can affect the ability to
calculate the hit positions in the tracking chambers from the drift times, and more
importantly, systematically increases the TOF values obtained from the TOF wall.
It is therefore -)ossible in these events to have a negative pion or kaon mimic an
antiproton.
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In addition to producing an error in the TOF, an incorrect TZERO can result in an
error in the easurement of the energy loss (ELOSS) of the particle in the struck
TOF slat. ThIs is because the energy loss is measured by integrating the total light
output from the slat over a set time interval of about 0ns, starting at the time
that the TZERO signal is generated. This means that if the TOF for a track has an
incorrect value due to it being in a follow event, then the value of ELOSS in the slat
is also often incorrect.
It was found tat many of the tracks in the antiproton mass region from follow events
have energy losses which are less than that of a minimum ionizing particle. Because
of the ambiguity in identifying particles in these events, events with the follow bit set
were not included in this analysis.
4.11.2 Charge Cut
The electric carge of the beam particle is measured by the BTOT scintillator (see
Section 31.5). It was clear from the beam charge distribution that for many of the
events containing an antiproton candidate, the beam counters were seeing more than
one beam particle (see Figure 41 1). This was especially true for the 24' spectrometer
setting, where -the trigger rate was low and the beam rates were pushed up to higher
than 106 beam per spill. The problem was exacerbated by the large microstructure
of the beam, ie. the beam intensity was not constant over each spill, but had large
spikes in the intensity profile. It was found that many of these events were not tagged
as follow events because they were arriving within approximately 60ns of one another,
and were not rsolved by the beam counters as separate particles.
It was found that a large part of the background in the antiproton mass region could
be removed by equiring the charge of the beam to be in the range 7 < Zbeam < IL As
with the follow cut, this removed events where tracks were being spuriously identified
as antiprotons due to errors in the TOF and ELOSS measurements.
The effect of te beam charge cut on the ELOSS measurement of the antiprotons is
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Figure 411: Electric charge of the beam projectiles measured by BTOTfor the central
Si+Au data or events containing an antiproton. The hatched regions show the beam
particles that passed the beam charg Cts Of 11 < z < 17 used n this analysis.
Due to the non-linear response of BTOT, events where there were two or three beam
particles detected appear with a charge of 21 and 26 respectively.
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Figure 412: Energy-loss as a function of momentum with and wthout the charge of
the beam projectile being checked. When two beam projectiles pass through the target
almost simultaneoU81y, the asured energy-loss measurement is often incorrect (see
text).
shown in Figure 412. The figure shows the energy loss as a function of momentum for
identified antiprotons before and after the cut on the beam charge has been performed.
It can be seen that the tracks with anomalously low energy loss between 0.5 and
1.0 GeV/c are removed by this cut.
This cut was te single most effective cut in improving the signal to noise ratio in the
antiproton mass region, particularly at the larger spectrometer angles.
4.12 TOF Wall Cuts
Because of their relative rarity, one must be extremely careful when identifying tracks
as antiprotons. In addition to the vs. momentum cut and the energy loss cuts
13
performed by te PICD code, and the beam quality criteria, additional requirements
must be satisfied by the antiproton TOF hits in order to reduce the background in
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the antiproton mass region.
1. TOFICNT Cut
If two tracks both hit the TOF wall close to each other it is possible for the
track reconstruction algorithm to associate the TOF hits with the wrong track.
Due to ultiple scattering there is an uncertainty in projecting the fitted track
in T ad T4 to the TOF wall to determine the expected TOF hit position.
Therefore, the closest hit on the TOF wall to the expected hit position for a
track may not be the correct hit. The wrong TOF time is then given to each
track and one of the tracks may mimic an antiproton.
For example, the TOF hit from a slow proton may be associated with the track
from a negative pion, resulting in the pion being given a larger mass. This
background is reduced in the analysis by requiring that there be no other hits
within a cm by 5cm box in the x and y directions on the TOF wall. This is
done by requiring the variable TOFICNT for the antiproton track to be equal
to one.
2. Adjacent Slat Cut
If two particles both hit the same TOF slat, the TOF wall electronics will only
record the TOF of the first particle to hit the slat. Since Auscon can reconstruct
more than one status 255 track pointing to the same slat, the time from the first
particle can be incorrectly applied to the other tracks. These tracks can then
be spuriously identified as antiprotons. The size of this background is again
proportional to the track multiplicity behind the magnet and is largest for the
5 degree unning.
Another roblem with the time-of-flight can occur if a track strikes the slat
adjacent o an antiproton candidates slat. If the track also passes through an
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Angle Effect of Cut (Correction) (%)
AI(min-bias) Al(central) Au(min-bias) Au(central)
5 8.7 9.4 11.1 13.4
14 6.8 7.3 8.5 8.9
24 4.6 4.5 7.4 6.3
Table 43: orrections that were applied to account for real antiprotons removed by
the TOFICNT and adjacent slat cuts. The numbers were determined by looking at
the number of identified protons from the antiproton events that were removed by the
cuts. The systematic error on the corrections was estimated to be ±1.5% (see text).
edge of te antiproton candidate's slat, the TOF signal obtained from that slat
is no longer accurate and can lead to the mis-identification of the antiproton.
To remove these backgrounds, an antiproton in this analysis was required to
have no ther tracks pointing to its TOF slat, or to the two adjacent slats.
The combined effect of the TOFICNT cut and the adjacent slat cut are shown in
Table 43 for each spectrometer angle. Note that unlike the other cuts, these cuts will
also remove genuine antiprotons as well as background, and this must be accounted
for. The correction factor was determined by looking at identified protons from the
antiproton events, and determining the number of protons that are removed by ap-
plying these cuts. This had the advantage of reproducing the exact track multiplicity
conditions under which the antiprotons were collected. Since the fraction of identified
protons that are not true protons is small and the number of protons in the antiproton
events was large, the systematic error on these correction factors was estimated to be
small approximately 1.5%). The disadvantage of this approach is that the protons
are deflected in the opposite direction to the antiprotons and tend to hit the opposite
side of the TOF wall, where the TOF hit density can be quite different. However, by
comparing the correction factor calculated from protons hitting different sides of the
TOF wall, it was found, that this effect is small.
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Even after the timing, energy loss and the additional cuts discussed above have been
made, there remains some residual background that lies under the antiproton mass
peak. Two of the known sources of this background are reconstruction problems:
1. In high ultiplicity events (particularly at the degree spectrometer setting)
tracks behind the magnet that have come from the target can be mismatched
with tracks in front of the magnet, giving an incorrect momentum determina-
tion. This is mostly a problem for high-momentum tracks where a small error
in determining the bend angle in the magnet results in a large error in the
momentum.
2. During rnning where there are tracks in the spectrometer due to scattering
from the beam pipe or magnet yoke, a background track of this type behind
the magnet can be incorrectly associated with a track in front of the magnet
(giving it an incorrect momentum) and can mimic an antiproton. This source of
background was particularly large when the spectrometer was being run close to
the beam pipe at the degree setting or during some runs where the shielding
blocks were not correctly positioned.
Many of these background tracks deposit only a small amount of energy in the
TOF wall indicating that they are relativistic particles with = However, the
beta for tese tracks calculated from the time of flight and the path length from
the target is peaked at around = 075. This indicates that the tracks are not
coming from the target, or that the particles are being emitted approximately
6ns after the TZERO signal is being generated.
An estimate of the residual background can be obtained by looking at the mass
spectrum in the antiproton mass region, applying all the cuts (beam quality, ELOSS
and TOF wall cuts) except for the timing cut (ie. the 1/0 vs. momentum cut) made
by the PICD code. The background under the peak will clearly remain even after the
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4.13 Residual Background Subtraction
timing cuts have been applied, and the contribution from the background under the
peak must be subtracted.
In Figure 413 the antiproton mass region is shown for the 5', 14', and 24' spectrom-
eter settings for the central Si+Au data. It can be seen that the background is larger
for the 5' data than for the other angles. The first panel shows the mass distribution
as a function Of PT for the 5' setting. For the Si+Au data, much of the background
lies below PT == 0-3GeV/c for reasons that were not fully understood. Because the
signal to noise ratio in this region is low, it was decided to only use antiprotons in
the region PT > 0.3GeV/c for the Si+Au data. Since our cross-sections and dn/dy
distributions ae calculated as a function Of PT or MT (see Chapter 5), no correction
is needed for making this cut. It is equivalent to just dropping the data points below
PT -_ 300MeV/c. Note that even though this lOW-PT background is only a problem
for the 50 Si+Au data, the data with PT > 0.3GeV/c were consistently excluded
from all the spectrometer angle settings for the Si+Au analysis. This was because
it would have equired a separate Y-PT acceptance correction for each spectrometer
angle if these low PT data had only been included for certain spectrometer angles.
In Figure 414 the residual background is shown for the minimum-bias Si+Al data.
Although the ackground is considerable below PT = 0.3GeV/c for masses below
m = 0.8GeV/c', it falls off with increasing mass and is considerably reduced under
the antiproton rnass peak. For this reason, no PT cut was applied for the Si+Al data.
The method used to determine the residual background is illustrated in Figure 415.
The figure shows antiproton candidate tracks in the mass-momentum plane, after all
the cuts have been applied except for the timing cut. The regions SI and S2 include
all the candidate tracks that also pass the timing cuts, and are therefore included in
the antiproton analysis. Tracks in the regions BI and B2 are excluded by the timing
cuts and represent the residual background.
The background analysis was done separately for each collision system and spec-
trometer angle, and was further divided into the two momentum slices 1. < P <
2.0 GeV/c and 20 < P < 30 GeV/c. The background for momentum slice I was
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Figure 413: The antiproton mass region for central Si+AU howing the rsidual back-
ground under the antiproton peak. The first panel shows the background at 50 a
function of transverse momentum.
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Background for Central Si+Au
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Figure 414: The antiproton mass region for min-bias Sz+Al howing the residual
background under the antiproton peak. The first panel hows the background at 5 as
a function of transverse momentum.
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Background for Min-Bias Si+Al
determined by taking the average track density in the mass-momentum plane in the
two regions BI, multiplied by the area of the identified antiproton region SI. This
gives the number of background tracks in the region SI. This number divided by the
total number of tracks in region SI is our estimate of the fractional background for
momentum slice . The estimated backgrounds for each collision system are shown
in Table 44 for each spectrometer angle setting.
There are a number of important points worth discussing about this background
calculation.
1. It is important to ensure that the regions and B2 that are used to determine
the background track density represent the background that really lies under
the regions SI and S2. If the lower mass limit is pushed down too far, tracks
from the K- region start to enter at higher momenta into region B2, artificially
raising te estimate of the background in momentum slice 2 If the limits are
set too close to the identified antiproton region, the background regions become
too small and our estimate of the background becomes unreliable.
2. Since the lines delimiting the antiproton regions (S) from the background regions
(B) represent the 3o, confidence level of our antiproton identification from the 
vs. momentum cuts, the number of real antiprotons in the background regions
should be! about 03% of the signal. This introduces a systematic error in the
background of 0.3%.
3. It was found that the background falls off essentially linearly with increasing
mass. By choosing the mass limits symmetrically about the antiproton mass,
the average track density of the two background regions on either side of the
antiproton peak for each slice gives the average density under the peak.
4. The low omentum region P < 06 GeV/c was not included in the background
analysis due to the low number of identified antiprotons in this region.
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Figure 415: Method for determining the residual background under the antiproton
peak. Each point represents a candidate antiproton track that passes all cuts except for
the timing cut. The IOW-PT cut is included for the Au data, and the TMA multiplicity
cut is included Jor the central data, The regions SI and S2 include all tracks that also
satisfy the timing cuts. The background is determined from the track density in the
regions B1 and B2. Note that this background determination is done for each collision
system and angle setting (See txt).
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System Angle Background(Vo) Sys Error
p < 2 GeV/c p > 2 GeV/c (VO)
Si+Al 5 19.8 18.8 5
(min bias) 14 2.0 4.9 1
24 1.4 0.7 1
Si+Al 5 42.9 31.8 9
(central) 14 3.0 2.6 1
24 0.5 0.0 2
Si+Au 5 12.1 21.3 2
(min bias) 14 2.8 6.1 1
24 3.8 9.7 3
Si+Au 5 18.2 26.5 6
(central) 14 3.4 5.4 1
24 5.3 2.6 2
Table 44: stimated residual backgrounds lying under the antiproton mass peak after
all cuts have been applied (see text).
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Chapter 
Cross-Sections
5.1 Definition of a Cross-Section
The number of beam particles that traverse a target of thickness 1 without interacting
is given by
N = Nbeame -ntarg-7int (5-1)
where Nbam i the number of beam particles incident on the target, O'i"t is the total
interaction cross section and ntarr is the number of scattering centers per unit volume
in the target. For a thin target the number of beam particles that interact in the
target is then approximately given by
Ni.t = ntarg6l)NbeamO'int = pNbeamO'intj (5.2)
where p is the number of scattering centers per unit area of target (also called the
areal density of the target). We can then write the interaction cross-section as
(7int = I- Nint (5.3)
p Nbeam'
This is essentially the probability per unit areal target density of a beam particle
interacting in te target.
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In studying particle production in heavy-ion collisions, we are interested in determin-
ing the probability of producing a particle of a given species in a given final state.
The inclusive differential cross-section is defined as
doi lim. I Nj(AQ)
dQ AQ-0 pNbea. AP (5.4)
where Nj(AQ) is the number of particles of the i'th species emitted into the element
of solid angle A. The inclusive differential cross-section is therefore the probability
per beam particle per unit areal target density of producing a particle of the i'th
species in the solid angle element AQ.
In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, it is more convenient to discuss particle produc-
tion in terms of Lorentz invariant quantities. To this end, we define the invariant
differential cross-section using a Lorentz-invariant phase space element:
d30, Ed'o, Ed'o,E_ - (5-5)
dp3 PTdPTdodp, MTdMTdodp,'
where p is the longitudinal momentum and
MT = T (5.6)
is called the "transverse mass". To see that this quantity is Lorentz invariant, we can
write it in terms of the rapidity defined by
Y== ln E+p. (5.7)
2 E - p,
The rapidity hs the property that it is additive under Lorentz boosts along the
z direction, ie. if we boost to a system with a rapidity Yb then the rapidity will
transform as Y = Y + Yb We can obtain the relations
Pz MT Sinh y, (5.8)
E MT coshy (5.9)
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and
dpz = MT CSh y dy = E dy. (5.10)
The invariant differential cross-section then becomes
E d3a d3,7 d3a
dp3 PTdPTdody MTdMTdody'
This is clearly invariant under a Lorentz boost along the z axis because the differential
dy is invariant (since y only changes by a constant), MT is perpendicular to the z axis
and is simply the invariant azimuthal angle about the z axis.
From Equation 54, the invariant differential cross-section can then be written
d301i d3 Ni I d 3NiE. E = (5.12)
dp3 pNbeam dp3 pNb-,.. PTdPTdOdy
In this thesis antiproton data will be analysed that were taken with both minimum
bias and central triggers. It is therefore more convenient to discuss the antiproton
production in terms of the yield per interaction of a beam particle in the target, where
the interaction can be either all collisions (minimum bias) or only central collisions.
Defining the interaction cross-section as
targ
gint Nint (5.13)
pNbeam
(where Nt'g is the number of minimum bias or central interactions in the target) theint
differential cross-section in Equation 512 becomes
d301i d3n-
E dp3 - int E dp31 (5-14)
where
d3n, I d3Ni
E 3 = E tar (5-15)dp Nintg dp3
is the yield of articles of the i'th species per target interaction and is called the
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"invariant differential yield". It can be seen that the cross-section can be obtained
from the differential yield simply by multiplying by the interaction cross-section.
5.2 Introduction to CSPAW
Cross-sections were calculated using the CSPAW code developed by Charles Parsons
[ZP92] at MIT'. CSPAW consists of a series of Comis routines that are designed to
be run concurrently with the CERN PAW analysis package. CSPAW reads in the
information for fully reconstructed (status 255) tracks from a compressed ntuple file.
For much of the antiproton analysis, compressed ntuple files containing only BEAM,
INT and events containing an antiproton were used, which greatly reduced the time
required to analyse the data. In the compressed files each run is stored as a separate
ntuple, with the ntuples being placed in different directories depending on the target
type, the Henry Higgins magnet field strength ad polarity and the spectrometer
angle. For all events in all of the runs, each status 255 track is stored as a separate
ntuple entry.
The routine in CSPAW which controls the track processing is called RUNLOOP. This
routine accesses the track information track by track, on an event by event basis as
it loops over the runs. The information is packed into a common block as each track
is processed and includes the track PID from the PICD code, kinematic quantities
(E, M, Y, PT, T etc.), trigger information, some track reconstruction information,
beam information and the TMA multiplicity.
RUNLOOP calls a user routine (we can call it TRACKLOOP) that does any further
cuts on the tracks that may be required and then fills some 2-dimensional histograms
(binned in y and PT) to calculate cross-sections. At the same time, some normalization
and error histograms are filled which are used to keep track of acceptance corrections,
decay corrections and any other factors needed to calculate cross-sections, yields and
the associated erors. For each particle species there is a separate set of histograms.
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After processing a run, RUNLOOP calls a routine called MERGERUN which takes
the contents f the histograms filled during the last run processed and adds them
to a set of identically defined histograms which keep a running total for all the runs
analysed. When merging runs for antiprotons care must be taken to ensure that only
runs with no LVL2 trigger bias for antiprotons are merged.
MERGERUN also calls a routine called RUNFACT which calculates the total live
beam incident on the target for the run and the areal density p of the target that was
used. These quantities are used to calculate the factors CSFACT and DNDYFACT
that will be dscribed in the next section.
5.3 Calculating Cross-Sections
From Equation 512, the invariant cross-section is given by
d3,7 1E_ -dp3 pNbeam d3N 1 d3NPTdPTdOdy pNbeam MTdMTdody (5.16)
and from Equation 5.15 the invariant differential yield is given by
d3n I d3NE = 
dp3 N tag PTdPTdody int
(5-17)
where Nt'gint
were taken.
one particle
is the number of target interactions of the required type for which data
The subscript i has been dropped as we will now be dealing with only
species. We can rewrite these as
Ed3a
dp3
d3n
Edp3
d2,7
27PTdPTdy
d2n
2rPTdPTdy
I AN(y, PT)
CSFACT 27rPTAPTAY
1 AN(y, PT)
DNDYFACT 27PTAPTAy 
(5.18)
(5.19)
where
CSFACT = p Nbean, (5.20)
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DNDYFACT = N'int (5.21)
and we have integrated over and AN (y, PT) is the number of particles in the invariant
phase space element 2PTAPTAy.
To calculate te cross-section and yield we must therefore calculate the quantity
N - AN(y, PT) (5.22)
27rPTAPTAy'
CSPAW does this each time TRACKLOOP finds an antiproton by incrementing a
histogram binned in (Y, PT) with the quantity
WGHT (5.23)
27rPTAPTAy'
where PT and Ay are the histogram bin widths. The bin that is incremented is the
one that contains the y and PT of the antiproton. This is known as the weighted-
counts histogram.
However, this assumes that there is 27r coverage in for each antiproton and that
there is 10OVo efficiency in detecting and reconstructing antiprotons. In order to
get the true yield of antiprotons in a Y, PT) bin, we must correct for the limited 
acceptance of the spectrometer for that bin, the efficiency of the track reconstruction
and particle identification code and annihilation of antiprotons in the spectrometer
and target.
Since the acceptance correction is a function Of (Y, PT) and the reconstruction effi-
ciency and annihilation corrections are momentum dependent, it is more accurate to
include these crrections for each antiproton, rather than doing the correction bin by
bin using the ean correction for the bin. Clearly, as the bin size becomes smaller
the difference etween the two approaches becomes less significant. Including these
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corrections we get
ACC(y, PT) REFF(p)
WGHTYPT -::::: 27rPTAPTAY (5.24)
where ACC(y, PT) corrects for the limited coverage of the spectrometer and REFF(p)
is the combined momentum-dependent correction for the Auscon reconstruction ef-
ficiency for antiprotons and the annihilation correction. The subscripts Y, PT Will
always be used to indicate that a quantity represents the value of a (Y, PT) bin in the
corresponding histogram.
I will briefly describe the factors appearing in this expression:
1. The factor ACC(y, PT) accounts for the fact that the spectrometer only covers a
fraction of the 27r of phase space available, ie. ACC = 27r/AO, where AO is the
0 acceptance calculated for each antiproton by the routine FIND-PHLBADSLAT.
This acceptance includes the correction due to dead TOF slats. A list of dead
TOF slats is compiled for each run from the data at the time that the acceptance
histograms are created.
2. The factor REFF(p) was calculated using the GEANT simulation package. It
is the inverse of the probability that an antiproton emitted into the acceptance
of the spectrometer will be fully reconstructed by Auscon and identified by the
PICD code as an antiproton. It includes the effects of antiprotons annihilating
in the target and spectrometer before they reach the TOF wall.
The possibility that antiprotons initially in the acceptance could be scattered
out before reaching the TOF wall was not taken into account. This is because
it was found that the number of antiprotons scattering out of the acceptance is
roughly qual to the number that are scattered into the acceptance.
For several momentum slices between 5 and 30 GeV/c the fraction of antipro-
tons emitted in the collision into the spectrometer acceptance which make it all
the way hrough the spectrometer drift chambers to the TOF wall without an-
nihilating, is shown in panel (A) of Figure 5-1. The effects of annihilation in the
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spectrometer are small for antiproton momenta above 1.0 GeV/c (about 10%
annihilate), while at a momentum of 0.5 eV/c about % of the antiprotons
annihilate before reaching the TOF wall.
The probability that Auscon will fully reconstruct (status 255 tracks) the a-
tiprotons that remain in the acceptance all the way to the TOF wall, is shown
in panel (B). Note that this is for events with a track multiplicity of 1. The
peak efficiency of Auscon is about 93% for antiprotons above 2 GeV/c for single
track events.
The reduction in the reconstruction efficiency due to higher track multiplicity
events was found to be about 2.3% for each additional track coming from the
target. he mean multiplicity of fully reconstructed tracks coming from the tar-
get in the antiproton events ranged from about I for back angles in minimum
bias events and to over 4 for central Si+Au events. Antiprotons were recon-
structed in events with up to 10 status 255 tracks. To correct the data, the
reduction in efficiency was calculated for each collision system and spectrom-
eter angle, and included in the factor REFF(p). Note that the reconstruction
efficiency, is really a function of the total track density, and not just the number
of tracks coming from the target. However, it is not easy with the current E859
Monte Carlo to simulate background tracks that do not come from the target.
Furtherrnore, the number of these background tracks in the data was not avail-
able, as Auscon was run in a mode where it only reconstructs tracks coming
from the target in order to reduce computation time. Our correction for the
reduction in reconstruction efficiency with increasing multiplicity will therefore
tend to be an under-estimation. The efficiency of the PICD code to identify the
fully-reconstructed tracks as antiprotons is shown in panel (C). It ranges from
90% for 0.5 GeV/c antiprotons to 96% at 30 GeV/c.
The total efficiency for reconstructing and identifying antiprotons initially in the
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acceptance is shown in panel (D). It can be seen that below about 09 GeV/c
the efficiency begins to drop steeply due to annihilation of the antiprotons and
due to rconstruction problems from multiple scattering of the antiprotons as
they pass through the tracking chamber planes. Above 20 GeV/c the total
efficiency is above 80%, while at 0.5 GeV/c it is down to only 30%. t should be
noted that the total efficiency was found to be essentially constant as a function
of theta and phi of the tracks.
3. The bin widths used in the histograms were APT = .05 GeV/c and'Ay = .05.
To summarize, at the end of analyzing a run TRCKLOOP has incremented the 2-
dimensional weighted-counts histogram with the quantity WGHT for each antiproton
found. The histogram must still be corrected for the fact that a bin may not lie fully
within the Y - PT acceptance of the spectrometer, and it must be normalized by the
factors DNDYFACT and CSFACT.
5.4 Cross-Section and Yield Normalization
The normalization factors DNDYFACT and CSFACT are calculated by the routine
RUNFACT after each run has been analyzed by TRCKLOOP. In order to calculate
them we need to know the number of beam particles Nb,,,,,, that have traversed the
target during he run and we also need to know the number of beam interactions
N`g that occurred in the target.
It is important to note that these quantities refer to the "live-time" of the detector,
which is the time in which the detector was actually available for measuring and
recording the assage of particles through its acceptance. For example, during a
typical beam spill there may be up to 100 or so interactions that pass the first and
second level trigger requirements and the events will be processed and written to
tape. While the data aquisition system is doing this, however, the detector is unable
to accept further particles and this is known as the detector "dead-time". Beam
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particles traversing the target during the detector live-time are known as the five-
beam", and will be denoted by Nbeam-
A convenient way of counting live-beam is to write a fraction of the beam events to
tape along with the events containing an antiproton. A beam event is simply an event
where the beam counter electronics see a good beam particle traverse the target and
there may or may not be an interaction in the target. The fraction of beam events
that we choose to record is given by I/SD(BEAM), where SD(BEAM) is called the
"beam scaledown". Typically the beam scaledown is chosen so that at least 1000
beam events are written to tape per run. The number of live-beam Nb,,,m i then
simply the number of recorded beam events Nv(BEAM) multiplied by SD(BEAM).
There is one other important point to be made about counting the live beam. The
physics events that actually contain the antiprotons are taken with either a SPEC
trigger or a SPEC.TMA trigger (see Section 34). If the physics events are scaled down
by the trigger scaledown SD(TRIG), then the live beam used in the normalization
must also be scaled down by the same factor. The number of live beam is therefore
Nbeam [Nv(BEAM) + 05] SD(BEAM)/SD(TRIG), (5.25)
where the factor of 0.5 corrects for the fact that on average we are rounding down
the true count of live-beam events by half of the factor SD(BEAM), and SD(TRIG)
is either the SPEC or SPEC.TMA trigger scaledown. This is the way Nba,,, was
calculated for the analysis presented in this thesis.
In a similar way, the total number of live interactions can be calculated by recording
a fraction of the events in which an interaction trigger occurs, ie.
Nint = [Nv(INT) + 0.5] SD(INT)/SD(TRIG), (5.26)
where Nv(INT) is the number of interaction events on tape and SD(INT) is the
interaction trigger scaledown.
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I Target I Material I Thickness (g/c eraction Rate M
AIJI Au 0.944 1.06
AIJ2 Au 1.846 1.75
AIJ3 Au 2.939 3.541
AL3 Al 0.817 2.62
AL6 Al 1.630 5.21
The total interaction rate is then given by
R"t = N.t/Nbe..-int (5.27)
This rate, however, includes interactions that do not occur in the target, such as in-
teractions in te beam pipe or target ladder. Although these background interactions
rarely produce any tracks in the spectrometer, their rate must be measured so that
the true target interaction rate can be calculated. This is done by calculating the
interaction rate from a "target-out" run, ie. a run in which data were taken without
a target present:
notarg notarg /Nbeam-pact - int (5.28)
The target interaction rate is then
targ : targ
Rint TARGFRAC == R"t - R .int int (5.29)
This "target-out" correction is also important when making a centrality cut using the
TMA. The interaction rates for the targets used in the antiproton analysis are shown
in Table 5. I. Fr a given run the total number of live-beam interactions in the target
Table 5.1: Target thicknesses and interaction rates.
is then given by
inttarg = Nbeam TARGFRAC. (5.30)
When measuring cross-sections two further quality checks are made on the live-beam
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(see Section 4 1):
1. The electric charge of the beam particle. The charge is measured from the size
of the otput signal of the BTOT and BTOF scintillators. To be sure that the
beam particle is a "Si projectile and that there is only one particle passing
through the detector, the measured charge of the particle must lie in the range
I I _ ZB< 17.
2. The follow status of the beam particle. This refers to the time interval that
has elapsed since the last beam projectile was detected by the beam counter
electronics. If the interval is less than lys the particle is flagged as being a
"follow" projectile. Particles produced by the interaction of a follow projectile
are discarded later in the oine analysis. The reason for this is that the timing
and energy loss measurements from the TOF wall are often in error due to an
incorrect TZERO signal. The follow rates were particularly high at the more
backward spectrometer angles where the beam intensities were very large.
The fraction of live-beam that passes the charge and follow cuts is denoted by
CBEAM, and ranges from about 60 - 85%. If antiprotons are only being included
for beam passing these cuts, we must be sure to include the factor CBEAM in the
normalization. The total number of target interactions passing the beam cuts is then
N taxg -TARGFRAC. (5-31)good int ::"" Nb,,,m CBEAM
When calculating the invariant yield the factor DNDYFACT in Equation 521 requires
that the number of target interactions be for the collision type for which antiproton
data were taken (ie. minimum bias or central). For minimum bias data this is all
of the target iteractions, N"g. For the central data in the top Mo of the TMA
multiplicity distribution, the number of target interactions leading to these collisions
is only 7% of Nt". We therefore get that
DNDYFACT = Nt-g
good int 'REALFRAC (5.32)
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where REALFRAC equals 1.0 for minimum-bias data and 007 for central data.
The cross-section factor in Equation 520 must also include the factor CBEAM and
is the same for both minimum-bias and central data:
CSFACT = I Nb,. CBEAM (5-33)
= NTARG Nb,,,m CBEAM. (5-34)
The areal density of the target is calculated using
= NTARG = t Nav- (5-35)
Mtaxg 1027
where t is the mass density of the target in grams/cm 2 Nv is Avagadro's number,
Mtarg is the atomic mass of the target and the conversion factor of 1027 converts the
cross-section dimensions to millibarns.
5.5 Bin Acceptance Corrections
The acceptance of the E859 spectrometer in Y - PT space for antiprotons is shown in
Figure 52 for all the spectrometer angles used to collect the antiproton data. It can
be seen that te degree spectrometer setting provides coverage in the high rapidity
and lw PT region. The more backward rapidity and higher PT regions are covered by
the larger-angle spectrometer settings. There is good overlap in the coverage between
the spectrometer settings which provides a useful consistency check between the data
sets.
The "bin-acceptance" histogram contains information on whether a bin is wholly
or only partially in the Y - PT acceptance of the spectrometer. Note that this is an
additional correction to the acceptance correction appearing in Equation 524. Each
bin of the histogram contains a variable called BINACCYPT which is the fraction of
the corresponding (YPT) bin that is in the spectrometer acceptance. For a bin to
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Figure 52: The Y - PT acceptance of the E802 spectrometer for antiprotons for the
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5-44' settings, with a magnetic field of AG and 4kG of both polarities.
be included in the cross-section measurement, BINACC YPTmust exceed a minimum
fraction set by, the variable ACCMIN, which for this analysis was set at 0.5.
For a given spectrometer angle and magnetic field strength and polarity, the accep-
tance ideally ould not change from run to run. However, due to the effect of dead
TOF slats in some runs and small changes in the position of the beam spot on the
target, there can be changes in the acceptance histogram from run to run.
When the histograms are made, the list of dead tof slats for a particular run is
compared with that of the previous run, and if necessary a new acceptance histogram
is created. Tis is also the case if the beam spot position has changed significantly
from the previous run. The value of BINACCYPT corrected for these effects is equal
to BINACC-TOFYPT I which is stored on a bin by bin basis in a second histogram
called the "corrected bin-acceptance" histogram.
Finally, at the end of each run, two normalization histograms are created. The cross-
section normalization histogram is the corrected bin-acceptance histogram scaled by
CSFACT:
CSNORMYPT :CSFACT BINACC-TOFYPT (5-36)
The yield normalization histogram is the corrected bin-acceptance histogram scaled
by DNDYFACT:
DNDYNORM DNDYFACT - BINACC-TOF (5-37)
YPT YPT'
5.6 Merging Runs
At the end of each run the contents of each (Y, PT) bin of the histograms are added
to the same bin. in a parallel set of histograms which keep a running total for all runs.
These histograrns are called the "merged" histograms and are the only ones used in
the analysis. he contents of each bin of the merged weighted-counts histogram is
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given by
ALLWGHTYPT- WGHTYPT (5-38)
aU runs aH p's
and the two merged normalization histograms are given by
ACSNORM (5.39)
YPT CSNORM
an runs
ADNDYNORMYPT E DNDYNORMYPT' (5.40)
all runs
Histograms for the invariant cross-section and yield are then obtained by dividing
the merged weighted-counts histogram by the two merged normalization histograms.
Each bin of the invariant cross-section histogram is given by
Cs ALLWGHTYPT (5.41)
YIPT ACSNORM
YPT
and the invariant yield is given by
Ty ALLWGHT YPT (5.42)
YPT :' ADNDYNORMYPT
5.7 Calculating dN/dy Distributions
In order to obtain a dN/dy distribution we need to be able to determine the invari-
ant yield of antiprotons that have been measured in a particular rapidity slice Ay.
This means integrating the invariant yield given in Equation 519 over the transverse
momentum PT (or equivalently, over the transverse massMT). The complication
with this is that for much of the antiproton data the E859 spectrometer acceptance
for antiprotons is limited to the range 02 < PT < .5 GeV/c and for many rapid-
ity slices, the ange is even more restricted. For the Si+Au data, the data below
PT = 03 GeV/c was discarded due to a poor signal to noise ratio in the IOW PT
region.
This means that we must assume some functional form for the PT dependence of the
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yield. As with other produced particles in heavy-ion collisions, it is found that the
antiproton spectra are well reproduced by an exponential function in the transverse
mass MT, ie.
d3 n
E co e-MT/T (5.43)
dp 3
where Co is a ormalization constant and T is called the "inverse slope" or "temper-
ature". Integrating Equation 519 over MT we obtain
dN T/Tdy = 2rCo imp MT Cm dMT, (5.44)
where mp is the proton mass. This gives Co in terms of dN/dy and T and the invariant
yield becomes
d3n 1 emp/T dN _.T/T
E- -_ - -d- e (5.45)
dp3 27r T(mp T y
We can therefore obtain the inverse slope T and the value of dN/dy simultaneously
by fitting this function to the invariant yield in a given rapidity slice.
CSPAW can calculate the dN/dy distribution directly from the invariant yield his-
togram. Once a rapidity slice is specified, a routine called MTVEC merges the yields
in each PT bin over all the y bins in the slice to create an average yield as a function
Of PT. The errors associated with the yields are merged in a similar way. This yield
is then fitted -with the function in Equation 545 by the routine MTPTFIT. This
routine uses te CERN fitting package called MINUIT, which performs a maximum
log-likelihood fit to determine the values of dN/dy and T.
5.8 Calculating Statistical Errors
From Equations 541 and 542 it can be seen that the error in the cross-section and
yield will be the error in ALLWGHTYPT and the error in the normalization term in
the denominator combined in quadrature.
From Equation 538 ALLWGHT is just the WGHT factor summed over all par-YPT
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ticles in the bin, or ALLWGHT N WGHT where N is the total number ofYPT 
counts for all runs in the bin and WGHT is the mean value of WGHT for the bin. Ig-
noring any errors in WGHT, the statistical error on ALLWGHTYPT is approximately
VN WGHT r
(AALLWGHTYPT) 2 = N WGHT 2 _ E(WGHT)2, (5.46)
where the sum is over all particles and all runs. CSPAW calculates this error by
incrementing a error histogram with the quantity WGHT)2 each time an antiproton
is found.
The normalization terms are the corrected bin-acceptance histograms scaled by CSFACT
and DNDYFACT. Assuming that there are no statistical errors in the bin-acceptance
terms, the error comes only from CSFACT and DNDYFACT. From Equations 532
and 534 we get that
DNDYFACT = Nb,,,m CBEAM TARGFRAC REALFRAC (5.47)
and
CSFACT = NTARG Nbam CBEAM. (5.48)
We assume the only statistical errors are in the quantities Nbarnand CBEAM. From
Equation 525 the error in Nb,,,,n i S given by
ANb,,,,,n AN,,(BEAM) SD(BEAM)/SD(TRIG) (5.49)
SD(BEAM)/SD(TRIG) (5.50)
The factor of /v12 accounts for the fact that the true number of live-beam events
can vary from the calculated average value of [N,,(BEAM) + 05] SD(BEAM by
±SD(BEAM)/'2 and the rms value of a flat distribution between 12 and 12 is
simply 1/v12. This means our error in Nb,, i S the lo, error. The error in CBEAM
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is given by
ACBEAM = CBEAM (I - CBEAM)/Nbeam (5.51)
(see [SMRZ92.1). These two errors are combined in quadrature to find the error in
DNDYFACT nd CSFACT. Note that these errors must be calculated on a run by run
basis, and then combined in quadrature for all runs. This is done by incrementing two
more error histograms at the end of each run with the quantities (ADNDYFACT)2
and (ACSFA(,T)2.
The two histograms are then combined in quadrature with A(ALLWGHT)2 from
Equation 546 to get the final statistical errors on the contents of each bin of the cross-
section and invariant yield histograms. These errors are in turn used to determine
the errors in fitting the function given in Equation 545 to the yields in each rapidity
slice.
The fitting procedure and the uncertainties involved are described in SMRZ92]. The
weighting of the yield in a given PT bin in the fit will clearly depend on the error for
that bin; the larger the error, the less effect the bin has on the fit parameters. The
routine MINUIT which performs the fit seeks to find the values of the parameters
dN/dy and T which produce the minimum value of X, X2 . The lo, errors innun
the fit parameters are estimated in the following way: the contour is found in the
2-dimensional parameter plane (dN/dyT) on which the value of X 2 for the fit is
2 - 2X Xnun + 1. The maximum and minimum values of each parameter on this contour
are found, and the error is taken as being one half of the difference, ie. A(dN/dy)
[(dN/dy).. - (dN/dy).in]/2 and AT = Tmax - Trnin]/2.
5.9 Calculating Systematic Errors
The higher antiproton statistics from E859 have allowed for a much more detailed
study of the sstematic errors on the extracted yields and inverse MT slopes than
was possible in E802. In particular, the background could be studied as a function of
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momentum and PT leading to the low PT cut that was used for the Si+Au data.
The statistical errors in the measured antiproton dN/dy distributions and inverse
MT slopes were generally less than % for each rapidity slice, compared with 25 -
40% in E802. This means that the systematic errors are now the dominant source
of uncertainty in the measurements, and it is important to know where they come
from and how large they are. The major sources of systematic error are shown in
Table 52. The table shows the estimated error in the yields and inverse slopes due
to the uncertainties in the corrections that were applied to the data.
The largest uncertainty comes from the background correction. This uncertainty was
estimated by calculating the background in two ways:
1. Using the background density method described in Section 413, with two mo-
mentum slices.
2. Estimating the background under the antiproton mass peak for all antiproton
momenta, combined.
The systematic error was determined by looking at the change in dN/dy and the
inverse slopes when the background was corrected for using the two different methods.
This systematic error was found to be a function of rapidity, increasing from about
IVo at y = 07 to about 10% at y = 17. This is because the background corrections
were largest for the data collected at the 5' spectrometer setting, which contribute
most to the spectra at higher rapidity.
Another source of systematic error is introduced from fitting the MT spectr a. These
errors are small for the spectra with high statistics, but are larger for the lower
statistics spectra (especially the central Si+Al data). These errors were estimated by
binning the data in two different ways:
1. Even bin spacing in MT, as used in the analysis.
2. Even bin spacing in PT-
III
Source of Error I AdN/dy (% I ASlope (
Background < 10.0 < 10.0
Fitting 5.0 3.0
Rec. Efficiency 8.0 0.5
Toficnt/Dslat < 1.0 0.0
Acceptance < 1.0 0.0
LVL2 Efficiency 1.5 0.0
Total 10.0 14.0 3.0 11.0
Table 52: Systematic errors in the dNIdy values and nverse mT slopes due to un-
certainties n he corrections applied to the data, and due to systematic uncertainties
in the fitting procedure (e text).
was estimated to be ±5%. This means that this systematic error does not just scale
the dN/dy distributions, but has a bigger effect for lower momentum antiprotons
where the correction for the reconstruction efficiency is larger. The average error this
introduces in the dN/dy values was found to be ±8%, but only about 0.5% for the
inverse slopes. The remaining systematic errors due to the acceptance corrections,
TOF wall cut corrections (toficnt and dslat corrections) and VL2 trigger inefficiency
were each estimated to be I - 1.5%.
Because the sources of systematic error were believed to be essentially uncorrelated,
the systematic errors were added in quadrature for both the inverse slopes and dN/dy
values. For dN,/dy they range from about 10% at y = 07 to 14% at y = 17. For the
inverse slopes they range from 3 at y = 07 to 11% at y = 17.
For both methods of binning the spectra were fitted with an exponential in MT and
the difference in the dN/dy values and the inverse slopes were used to estimate the
systematic errors. As a further check, the number of bins was doubled, but this was
found to have only a small effect.
The absolute systematic error (not the relative error) in the reconstruction efficiency
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Antiproton Yields
One of the goals of Experiment 859 was to collect antiproton data with approximately
an order of magnitude improvement in statistics over the E802 central Si+Au data
and to improve the Si+A1 data.
The number antiprotons included in this analysis for each collision system and
spectrometer angle are shown in Table 61. The yields only include the antiprotons
that are identified by the PCD code (ie. PID=15), and that pass all the additional
background cuts that were imposed.
It can be seen that there is an order of magnitude improvement over the E802
statistics for all the data except the central Si+Al data. Note that there are now
good data at 24' for all the data sets, considerably increasing the PT range of the
spectra compared to the E802 spectra. This allows for a more accurate inverse slope
determination and dn/dy measurement. Although the total statistics for the central
Si+A1 data are not much better than the E802 statistics, the extended PT coverage
improves the quality of the spectra significantly.
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System Angle E859 Yield E802 Yield
5 405 35
Si+Al 14 1,322 60
(min bias) 24 1,029 -
34 105
44 42 -
Total 2,903 95
5 90 100
Si+Al 14 211 215
(central) 24 166 -
34 16
44 16 -
Total 499 315
5 742 60
Si+Au 14 199 75
(min bias) 24 131 -
34 79
44 13 -
Total 11164 135
5 343 140
Si+Au 14 5,010 340
(central) 24 230 -
al 51583 480
antiprotons passing allTable 61: Yields
analysis.
of identified cuts that were included in the
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6.2 MT Spectra
The antiproton yields plotted as a function of transverse mass are shown in Figures 6-
1 to 64 for the seven rapidity slices y = .5 07 09, 1.1 13, 1.5 and 17. To display
them clearly, the upper-most slice in the figures has the correct normalization, but
each successive slice has been divided by an additional factor of 10 from the one
above it. The Si+Au data are only shown for PT > 03 GeV/c, since the data
below PT = 03 GeV/c were discarded due to the background problems discussed in
Section 413. For the Si+Al data there is no lower PT CUtOff- It can be seen that the
spectra are generally of very good quality except for the central Si+Al, which have
considerably porer statistics.
System
Rapidity Si+Al Si+Al Si+Au Si+Au
Min-Bias Central Min-Bias Central
0.5 135±22 - 197±95 -
0.7 130±8 136±35 159±16 220±126
0.9 130±5 154±16 157±13 202±20
1.1 145±4 157±11 146±12 221±9
1.3 145±5 159±14 174±12 191±6
1.5 146+10 196±56 189±25 226±19
1.1-1.5 144±3 162±10 162±8 207±5
1.1-1.7 143±3 156±9 146±6 201±5
1-1-1.7(E802) (122±27) (141±18) (151±38) (143±16
Table 62: Antiproton inverse slope parameters MeV/c 2) extracted from the fits to the
MT spectra. The last three rows contain the inverse lopes averaged over the ranges
1.1 < y 1.5 nd 1.1 < y < 17. Inverse slopes are not hown for the yJ 7 rapidity
slice because te errors are very large. Note that the last row contains the inverse
,slopes masured by E802.
can be seen frorn Table 62 that the antiproton inverse slopes increase with both target
size and the centrality of the collision, from a minimum value of about 15OMeV/c' for
minimum-bias Si+Al collisions to a maximum value of 215MeV/c' for central Si+Au
collisions. From Figure 65 it can be seen that the slopes tend to decrease towards
the target rapidity. This trend is especially noticeable in the minimum-bias Si+Al
data, where the statistical errors are small.
Note that the antiproton inverse slopes are similar to the proton inverse slopes as
measured by E802 [Par92] for the central Si+Au data, but tend to be significantly
lower than the proton slopes for the other systems. This is in contrast with the
conclusions of E802, which found the antiproton inverse slopes to be substantially
lower than the roton slopes for all the systems, albeit with large uncertainties. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the poor quality of the E802 spectra which had
In order to extract the rapidity distributions, the MT spectra in each rapidity slice
were fitted with the function given by Equation 545. The inverse slope or temperature
parameters obtained from each fit are given in Table 62 and shown in Figure 65 It
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Figure 63: Transverse mass spectra for minimum-bias Sz'+Au.
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Figure 65: In-verse MT slope parameters for antiprotons in SI+Al and Si+Au colli-
sions.
very limited statistics, and it is extremely difficult to fit an exponential through data
points with large error bars.
A final point worth discussing about the antiproton MT spectra is the fact that there
is no evidence of the kinematic limit for antiproton production from nucleoli-nucleon
collisions being reached. For full-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions, the maximum
PT a produced antiproton can have is about 1.8 GeV/c, which corresponds to a
maximum value of (MT - MO) of 11 GeV/c. This occurs when the antiproton travels
at 90' to the beam axis in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass system, and the three
protons move in the opposite direction. If antiprotons were being produced mainly
in these first full-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions, we would expect to see the MT
spectra start to roll off at high MT as we reach this kinematic limit. However, in the
minimum bias spectra where we can almost measure up to (MT - MO) = I GeV/c',
there is no sign of any deviation from the exponential in MT. This is a clear indication
E859 Antiproton Inverse Slopes
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Antiproton Spectra for Central Si+Au
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that many of the antiprotons are being produced in multi-step processes.
It is very useful as a consistency check to compare the agreement between the E802
antiproton yields and the current work. Figure 66 shows MT spectra for central
Si+Au from E802 [A+91] superimposed on the spectra from E859 for three rapidity
slices. It should be noted that this is the best antiproton data that E802 produced.
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Figure 66: Antiproton MT spectra from E802 superimposed on the E59 data for
central S+Au (E802 data from [A+91]).
It can be seen tat there is excellent agreement between the two data sets, given the
large error bars on the E802 data. At lower rapidities the MT coverage is much more
extensive for the E859 data (for the y = 12 slice the coverage in transverse mass is
twice as large). This demonstrates the ability of the VL2 trigger to extend the useful
range of the spectrometer to larger angles for rare particles, such as antiprotons.
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It is interesting to note from Figure 66 that the E802 spectra appear to consistently
overestimate the antiproton yields in central Si+Au collisions at lw MT, below the
PT = 03 Gev/c cutoff imposed on the E859 Si+Au data. This is probably a refection
of the fact that the enhanced background at lw PT seen by E859 was also present
in the E802 data, but because of their low statistics, E802 were unable to determine
the background as a function Of PT-
In Figure 67 the spectra from E802 and the current work are superimposed for
minimum-bias Si+Al. The superiority of the E859 data is most clearly seen here.
The statistical errors are no longer the limiting factor, and the systematic errors are
now the dominant source of uncertainty. Again, the agreement between the two data
sets is very good. Note that even at lw PTthe data are in good agreement, which
is what one would expect given that no enhanced background was seen at lw PT by
E859 in the Si+A1 data.
Experiment E814 has measured the antiproton invariant multiplicity at zero degrees
in Si+Al, Cu and Pb collisions as a function of centrality [13+93]. The Si+Pb collisions
are very similar to Si+Au collisions, and the measurement at zero degrees (PT )
can be directly compared with the E859 antiproton measurement. Figure 68 shows
the antiproton invariant multiplicity at y = 16 and PT = for minimum-bias Si+Pb
collisions [Kum92], along with the E859 data at that rapidity. It can be seen that the
MT fit through the E859 data extrapolated t PT = is in very good agreement with
the E814 result,
Experiment E858 [A+92] has made a similar measurement at zero degrees for minimum-
bias Si+Au collisions, which is also shown in Figure 68. Their data is also in good
agreement with the E859 extrapolation t PT = -
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Figure 67: Antiproton MT spectra from E802 sperimposed on the E859 data for
minimum Was i+Al (E802 data from [A+ 91]).
6.3 Rapidity Density Distributions
Fitting the function given in Equation 545 to the MT spectra in each rapidity slice
also directly yields the value of dn/dy for that slice. The values obtained from the fits
are given in Table 63 for each slice where the fitting routine was able to successfully
converge, and ae plotted in Figure 69. The antiproton rapidity density distributions
are compared with those obtained in E802 in Figure 610. lt can be seen that where
the data overlap, there is good agreement between the two data sets.
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System
Rapidity Si+Al Si+Al Si+Au Si+Au
Min-Bias Central Min-Bias Central
0.5 3±0 - 3±1 -
0.7 7±0 15±2 16+2 40±15
0.9 18±1 35±4 27±3 80±5
1.1 28±1 69±6 40±4 115±3
1.3 38±2 91±9 55±3 148±3
1.5 45±2 76±9 64±4 166±6
1.7 58±17 145±35 57±7 134±30
1.1-1.5 37±1 82±6 54±2 140±2
1.1-1.7 38±1 88±6 62±2 143±2
MT Spectrum for Min Bias Si+Au
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Figure 68: The antiproton nvariant multiplicity at y = 6 and PT = from E814
and E858 [Cra93]. Also shown is the MT spectrum from the current work for y = 1. 6.
It can be seen hat there is good agreement between the E814 and E859 data,
Table 63: Antiproton dNIdy values
tabulated values should be multiplied
extracted
by 10-4.
from the fits to the MT spectra. The
The dNIdy values averaged over the
rap z'dity ranges hown are gven in the last two rows.
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Figure 69: Rapidity nsity distributions of antiproton8 in Si+A1 and Si+Au colli-
8ions.
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E802 and E859 Antiproton dN/dy and Inverse Slopes
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Figure 610: Antiproton rapidity density distributions and inverse MT slopesfor Si+A1
and Sz+Au Cllisions from E802 and E859 (E802 data from A+ 91]).
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With the introduction of the VL2 trigger, E859 was able for the first time at the
AGS to look at the production of antilambdas in heavy-ion collisions. The two major
decay channels for the antilambda are:
p7r+ (64.1%) (6-1)
-?Tro (35.7%). (6.2)
If a large enough sample of antiprotons is collected, it is possible to detect the decay
of the antilambda via the antiproton decay channel in the E859 spectrometer despite
the small two-particle acceptance of the detector.
The invariant mass distribution of pairs of identified antiprotons and positive pions
from the same event is shown in Figure 611 for central Si+Au collisions. Both the
antiproton and the pion were required to be fully in the acceptance of the spectrom-
eter, including the trigger chambers TRI and TR2. The peak at the lambda mass of
1.116 GeV/c 2 clearly indicates we are detecting antilambdas.
The events included in the antilambda analysis were all taken at the 140 spectrometer
setting, with a magnetic field of 4kG (polarity A). The reason for doing this is that
due to the large uncertainty in the two-particle acceptance of the spectrometer, there
are large systematic errors involved in measuring the absolute yield of antilambdas.
However, the ratio of the antilambda to the lambda yields does not depend on the
acceptance if the lambdas (detected via the channel A --+ p7r-) are taken from events
with a magnetic field setting of the same strength, but the opposite polarity (413). This
ensures that the two-particle acceptance factor is the same for both the antilambdas
and the lambdas.
The lambda data from E859 [Sun94] were all taken with a magnetic field of 4kG
(polarity B) and with a lambda VL2 trigger, i.e. a trigger which required the presence
of a proton and a r-. This means that both the proton and pion must be in the
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6.4 Antilambda Yields
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Figure 611: Invariant mass spectrum of antiproton and positive pion pairs from
central Si+Au collisions. The scaled background is shown n the upper panel by the
dashed curve. In the lower panel the background has been ubtracted (see text). Both
the antiproton and pion were required to be fully n the spectrometer acceptance.
acceptance of oth of the trigger chambers 1 and TR2 in order to be recorded. It
is therefore important when determining the antilambda to lambda ratio to ensure
that the antilambdas are taken under the same conditions as the lambdas, i.e. the
antiproton and 7r+ must also be in the acceptance of TRI and T2. This was done by
requiring that the routine FIND-PHLBADSLAT returned a positive status for both
the pion and antiproton indicating that both particles were fully in the acceptance.
The same requirement was applied to the proton and pion for the lambda analysis.
In order to determine the yields, the background lying under the antilambda peak
must be determined. The shape of the background was reproduced by taking pairs
of antiprotons and positive pions from different events, and calculating the invariant
mass distribution (see Figure 611). The background distribution was then scaled so
that it matched the real distribution on either side of the antilambda peak.
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The mean value of the background under the antilambda peak could then be deter-
mined, and was found to be 37 ± 2 counts per channel. The error is a systematic
error, and reflects the uncertainty in scaling the background distribution near the
antilambda peak. The number of counts in the three channels comprising the antil-
ambda peak is 193. This means the antilambda yield is
NX = 83 ± 9 ± 6 (6.3)
where the first error is the statistical error, and the second is the systematic error in
the background subtraction.
The lambda yields were determined in a similar way. The background was determined
by simultaneously fitting a scaled background distribution and a Gaussian at the
lambda mass, and then determining the number of counts under the Gaussian. The
lambda yield as found to be [Sun94]
NA= 1265 ± 112, (6.4)
where the uncertainty is the statistical error. In order to get a ratio, the two yields
must be normalized. The antilambda and lambda data were collected from a total of
(8.09 X 107 ) and 451 x 10') live, central interactions respectively. This yields the
ratio
W 83 4.51 X 106 X 10-3,
=   x 107 = 3.7 ± .5 03) (6-5)
A 1265 8.09 x
where the errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. This
result is 2 to 3 times larger than the preliminary results of QMD, which predicts the
ratio to lie in te range (1. _ 1.8) X 10-3. 1 want to stress again, that this ratio does
not depend on the two-particle acceptance of the spectrometer, which removes a large
source of systematic error from the measurement. Using this ratio, we can estimate
the total antilarabda yield from the measured lambda yield from E859 [Sun94]. The
lambda rapidity density integrated over the rapidity interval 11 < y < 17 was found
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to be
dN
= 3.85 ± .5 ± .58. (6-6)
dY A
It represents te total yield of lambdas, and has been scaled up by 10.641 to account
for the fact that there are other decay channels for the lambda other than the p7r-
channel. The total antilambda rapidity density for the same interval is therefore
dN -2X 10dy (1.42 ± 029 ± 023) (6.7)
The rapidity density of antilambdas decaying via the + channel is then
dN (9.1 ± 19 ± .5) x 10-3. (6.8)
dy
The rapidity ensity of antiprotons integrated over the same rapidity interval was
measured to be
dN -210dy (1.44 ± 002 ± 007) x (6.9)
We can then estimate that the fraction of antiprotons coming from antilambda decay
is
9.1
= (63 ± 13 ± 1)%. (6-10)
14.4
This is considerably higher than the preliminary results of RQMD, which predicts
that this fraction is in the range 25 - 33% [Jah]. It is also of interest to look at the
antilambda to antiproton ratio. Using the result just obtained, the rapidity density
of antiprotons that do not come from antilambda decay is
dN -3X 10dy (5.3 ± . ± 1.0) (6.11)
We then find te antilambda to antiproton ratio to be
14.2 2.9 27 ± 0. ± 07. (6.12)
5.3 1.1
The measured antilambda to negative pion ratio may be compared with the predic-
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tions of the relativistic meson field model of Schaffer et al (see Figure 23). The
rapidity density of negative pions in central Si+Au collisions, integrated over the
rapidity range 1. < y 17, was measured by E802 [Par92] to be
dN 20.2 0.5. (6.13)
dy
The ratio is given by
1 2A (1.42 x -4X 10(7.0 14 ± 1.1) (6.14)
7r 20.2
From Figure 23 this model then indicates that the temperature of the central Si+Au
system is somewhere in the range 15 < T < 200 MeV.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Comparison with
1\4odel Predictions
I will begin this discussion by summarizing the results of several model calculations
done by James Costales in his Ph.D. thesis [Cos9l], and comparing them with the
E859 antiproton data. Costales compared the antiproton data from E02 with the
yields and rapidity distributions from the string fragmentation models Fritiof A+87]
and Venus [WK90]. He also looked at the predictions of a simple first-collision model
using pp data scaled by the number of first (full energy) nucleon-nucleon colli-
sions, and a more realistic model (the first-collision dominated model) which includes
antiproton yields from second and third collisions. He looked at absorption of the
antiprotons on. the spectator nucleons using a simple Glauber model, and on the
participant nucleons using the participant Glauber model.
I will then compare the E859 antiproton results with the most recent antiproton pre-
dictions from te microscopic phase-space models, RQMD (the Relativistic Quantum
Molecular Dynamics model [SSG89]) and ARC (A Relativistic Cascade [K+93a]).
The question could be raised as to the relevance of looking at the predictions of sim-
plistic models uch as the first-collision model and the Glauber model, when much
more detailed and sophisticated approaches, such as RQMD and ARC, are available.
Indeed, these simple models often give results in clear disagreement with the data.
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The value of tese simple pictures is that they may show more clearly the underlying
physics than (lo the complex models, which produce a final yield that can depend
on many competing factors, such as resonance decay, rescattering and absorption.
For example, the first-collision model shows the yields we would expect if we picture
the collisions as a superposition of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions, with beam
nucleons only interacting once. This can give an indication of whether enhanced
production effects or absorption are occurring.
7.1 Fritiof String Fragmentation Model
The string fragmentation model Fritiof allows participant nucleons to interact to form
excited strings, which can then be multiply excited before they fragment into hadrons.
Once created, the hadrons do not reinteract with one another in the model, and it
cannot therefore take into account the absorption of the antiprotons. Although the
model does a good job of reproducing the target A dependence of antiproton yields
in pA collisions for the rapidity range y > YNN, it over-predicts the total antiproton
yield in pp collisions by a factor of 26 [Cos9l]. Once the antiproton yields have
been corrected by this factor, the Si+Al minimum bias data, where absorption is
expected to be a minimum, is well reproduced. For the other Si+A systems, however,
the antiproton yields are still a factor of 23 too high (see Table 71).
7.2 Venus String Fragmentation Model
The major difference between the Venus and Fritiof models is that in Venus a string
is allowed to reinteract after it fragments. If two reinteracting strings or particles
come within the interaction radius ro, they fuse together. For two objects with radii
ri and r2, ro = ri + r2 with r = 07 fm for a baryon and r = 035 fm for a meson.
This leads to an effective baryon-antibaryon inelastic cross section of CBR = 62mb.
After some decay time, the fused object decays into one of the available channels,
conserving energy and quark content. The formation timerf in the model is given by
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the yo-yo break point of the excited strings.
Although Venus has a consistent treatment of rescattering among strings, secondaries
and spectator nucleons, it cannot account for much of the antiproton data. For
example, at AGS energies the antiproton yields in pp collisions are a factor of 1
too small.
The model also produces the incorrect target A dependence for antiprotons for both
p+A and Si+A collisions. The survival probabilities (see Table 72) are generally too
small to reproduce the data with the initial antiproton production rates predicted by
the model. This means that either the 62mb fusion cross section is too large or the
fusion picture of rescattering is too simplistic.
It should be noted, however, that Venus with rescattering is in agreement with the
antiproton data for central Si+Au collisions, but only when the correction factor of
11 needed to eproduce the pp data is not applied. As expected, the effects of
absorption in Venus are greatest at lower rapidities where the baryon rapidity density
is greatest. Te antiproton yields predicted by Venus, multiplied by a factor of 1
to reproduce the pp yields, are shown in Table 71 [Cos9l]. Note that these yields
include rescattering eects.
7.3 First-Collision Model
It is interesting to look at the expected antiproton yields if we ignore all collisions
except for the first full-energy, nucleon-nucleon collisions, and if we do not account
for any subsequent absorption of the antiprotons. In Figure 71 the antiproton rapid-
ity distributions from pp collisions, scaled by the number of first nucleon-nucleon
collisions, are shown for minimum bias (dashed lines) and central Si+Al an d Si+Au
collisions (solid lines) [A+91]. The shapes and widths of the curves are all the same,
and come from the measured distributions in pp collisions at 19.2 Gev/c [A+]. The
integral of each curve is the estimated antiproton multiplicity in pp collisions at
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14.6 GeV/c 1.2 x 10-3 ± 30%) [A+91] multiplied by the number of first, full-energy
collisions determined by Fritiof 17 [A+87]. The number of these first collisions varies
from 36 for minimum bias Si+Al to 13 for central Si+Au collisions (we might expect
this number t be 28 for central Si+Au collisions; however, it must be remembered
that many of the Si projectile nucleons will have their first collision with target nu-
cleons that have already been previously struck). For the intermediate-mass systems,
central Si+A1 and minimum bias Si+Au, the number of first collisions is 8.8 and 63
respectively.
The shapes of the antiproton rapidity distributions predicted by the model appear
to reproduce he data well for all the systems (the E859 data point at y = .5 for
the central Si+A1 data is probably low, as the distribution must be symmetric about
YNN = 17) Te total yields, however, are too low for all the systems. In Table ?? the
antiproton yields from the model integrated over the rapidity interval 06 < y < .6
are compared with the E859 data. The model underpredicts the yields by between
30 - 46%, with the biggest discrepancy being for central Si+Au collisions. Even
though the errors on the model predictions are of the order of 30%, these results
suggest that tere is a significant contribution to the antiproton yields in heavy-ion
collisions from secondary collisions.
7.4 First-Collision Dominated Model
This model considers more than just the first nucleon-nucleon collisions in calculat-
ing the antiproton yield. If an antiproton is not produced in the first collision, the
incoming projectile is given an energy loss (which is determined from the pp data
of Blobel et al.. [B+74]) and allowed to reinteract with another target nucleon. The
antiproton yield at the Vs of the incoming projectile is determined from the measured
p+p yields, extrapolated to lower energies from the data of Rossi et al. [R+75].
The target nucleus is assumed to have a Woods-Saxon density profile. Rapidity
distributions ae extracted from the model by assuming the pp distribution, scaled
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Figure 71: Rapidity density dstributions of antiprotons in Si+Al and Si+Au colli-
szons from the results of a simple first-collision model. The uncertainties on the odel
results are ±30% [A+91].
by the relative multiplicity. The model predicts that approximately 80% of all the
antiprotons corne from the first collision, with most of the remainder coming from the
second collisions. This is a consequence of the large inelasticity of the nucleon-nucleon
collisions and the strong energy dependence of the antiproton multiplicity at energies
close to the antiproton production threshold. In Table 71 the yields averaged over
the rapidity interval 09 < y 17 are compared with the E859 results. It can be
seen that there is remarkable agreement with all the data sets, despite the fact that
the model does not include absorption.
7.5 Glauber Model
In order to investigate the effects of absorption, the simple model just described
was extended using Glauber theory by Costales, to allow the produced antiprotons
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to be absorbed on the static (spectator) target nucleons. Note that this neglects
interactions with the participant and spectator projectile nucleons, which can be a
significant source of annihilation. The model assumes the antiprotons are created at
the site of the first nucleon-nucleon collision and then propagate for a time f, where
,rf is the formation time of the antiprotons. They are then allowed to annihilate on
the target nucleons via the free antiproton annihilation cross section given by
PT NSO A2SOCr = + B] (7.1)A 0 -[S S.)2 + A2SOs
where or N = 120 mb, so _- 4m 2 A = 0 MeV, B = 06 and MN is the nucleon0 N
mass [KD89]. The input antiproton distributions were normalized using the Fritiof
antiproton multiplicities. It should be noted that these multiplicities were corrected
to ensure that Fritiof reproduced the measured pp antiproton multiplicities. The
momentum distribution of the antiprotons in the center of mass system used a pa-
rameterization that was Gaussian in the longitudinal momentum and exponential in
the transverse mass, adjusted to best reproduce the pp data of Allaby et al. [A+].
For a formation time -rf = 2 frn/c, this simple model predicts total antiproton yields
that are similar to the yields measured by E859 [Cos9l]. With this formation time,
the model predicts the survival probabilities shown in Table 72. The survival prob-
abilities range from 80% for minimum bias Si+Al collisions, to only 16% for central
Si+Au collisions. It should be noted that for 7 > 1.5 frn/c the pA antiproton yields
measured by E802 [A+93] can also be reasonably reproduced by the model.
7.6 Participant Glauber Model
There are two major limitations with the previous model:
1. It does nt include absorption of antiprotons on the participant nucleons. Be-
cause of teir low relative momentum with respect to this matter, the absorption
is expected to be large.
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2. The antiprotons are created at the site of the first nucleon-nucleon interaction.
In realit , the strings may take time to fragment, and will then travel through
less nuclear matter with less absorption.
The participant Glauber model assumes that the participant nucleons (from the target
and projectile are essentially "stopped" and form a spherical compound system. The
number of participant (or Cwounded") nucleons, Nw, is determined from the Glauber
production mdel within Fritiof, and varies from 15 in minimum bias Si+Al collisions
to 100 in central Si+Au collisions. The antiprotons are assumed to be evenly created
throughout the sphere, and are allowed to be absorbed on the participant nucleons.
The relative omentum of the baryons is ignored and a constant annihilation cross
section is used, which was varied to best reproduce the data.
With -p- _ 20 - 30 mb, the model agrees well with the data. The problem with this is
that this value of the cross section corresponds to a relative momentum of 4 GeV/c,
when in fact the relative momentum of the co-moving participants is < 2 GeV/c.
This may be an artifact of neglecting the finite formation time of the antiprotons or
due to expansion of the system.
It could also be that if the antiproton or the proton on which it annihilates are excited,
then the annihilation cross section is reduced. Noda and Tashiro NT89] estimate a
2 P (2)2( ie.,value (o,,-p) 3 O'pT)f,,e and if both partners are excited (a 3 O'Pp)ftee,
the cross section is reduced to 44% of the free cross section.
Another possibility is that the annihilation process is being screened by a three body
mechanism, as incorporated into the ARC code [K+93b]. The survival probabilities
of antiprotons in the model for the various collision systems are shown in Table 72
for up = 20 mb and upp = 30 mb.
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System E859 Fritiof I Venus I FCDF]
Si+Al (MB) 3.9 0.8 5.7±0.3 12±2 2.4
Si+Al (C) 8.3 O-9 17±1 47±7 6.1
Si+Au (MB) 4.9 d 0. 8 11+4 25±6 4.3
Si+Au (C) 12.9±0.9 26±3 108±20 9.2
Table 7: Model predictions of the total antiproton yields (x 10-') compared wth the
measured yelds from E859. The yields have been integrated over the rapidity interval
0 9 < y < 7 The fritiof yields have been reduced by a factor of 26 and the
Venus yelds including rescatter'ng) increased by a factor of 11 to reproduce the pp
antiproton multiplicity. The model predictions are from [Cos9l].
System Venus Glauber Model Part. Glauber Model
-rf Ifm/c Tf = 2fm/c cr = 20mb o, = 30mb
p+A 17±6 - - - -
Si+Al (MB) 13±2 80 94 63 51
Si+Al (C) 12±1 75 93 49 39
Si+Au (MB) 7±1 43 65 51 36
Si+Au (C) 10±1 16 42 39 28
Table 7.2: Probability (%) of a produced antiproton not being absorbed for the various
models and lision systems. The numbers shown for Venus are with rescattering
included (see text).
7.7 The RQMD Model
The Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics model [SSG89] is a microscopic phase
space model tat propagates all produced hadrons as well as the original nucleons
along classical trajectories, and then allows all the particles to interact with one
another until te cascade process is over. Two particles interact in the model if their
distance of closest approach in the center of mass system is less than = -/-x
where o is the binary reaction cross section.
In the first stages of the collision, the target and projectile nucleons collide and
are excited to resonances or strings. These excited objects then decay depending
on their mass. Lower mass states are projected onto the experimentally determined
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resonance spectrum, and higher-mass states fragment as strings. Baryonic resonances
are treated as strings for m > 2 GeV/c' and mesonic resonances if m > I eV/C2.
The string fragmentation parameters are adjusted so that the antiproton yield is
approximatel I x 10' per pp collision at 14.6 GeV/c.
Secondary interactions are also very important at AGS energies for producing excited
baryon resonances. The dominant process is the absorption of produced mesons on
baryons, resulting in s-wave resonances (kinematically, production is favored at
the AGS). Other processes such as 7A, pN, and yN* produce heavier resonances in
the mass region 1. < m < 25 GeV /C2 . These heavy resonances are responsible
for strangeness enhancement, and can be excited through further collisions to a mass
greater than 3MN, allowing NN production to occur. This multi-step resonance ex-
citation process allows RQMD to produce a primary yield of antiprotons which is
considerably higher than models which only consider nucleon-nucleon interactions,
such as the first-collision dominated model.
In RQMD, resonances decay exponentially according to their experimentally mea-
sured life times. The heavier the resonance, the shorter the decay time. This leads
to an optimal resonance mass for BB production due to two counteracting processes:
while increasing mass makes it more likely a resonance will overcome the Bff creation
threshold in a subsequent collision, it also makes it more likely that the resonance will
decay before the collision occurs. The importance of the finite lifetime of the inter-
mediate resonance states on the final antiproton yields can be estimated from Fritiof.
The excitation scheme of resonances and strings in Fritiof is very similar to that in
RQMD. If annihilation in QMD is turned off and input parameters are chosen so
that both models reproduce the antiproton yields in pp collisions, the discrepancy
in antiproton yields for large targets amounts to approximately 15%.
In pp collisions, only a small fraction of the events produced by RQMD have excited
resonance stateSwith masses greater than the BE threshold (m > 3MN). For central
p+Au collisions, the fraction has increased to about 50% of the events, and for central
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Si+Au collisions, essentially all the events have at least one excited resonance with
a mass above the BE threshold. For pp and pA collisions, the maximum excited
resonance mass is about 45 GeV/c'. For central Si+Au collisions, resonances with
masses up to 5.5 GeV/c' can be formed, greatly enhancing the initial yield (before
absorption) antiprotons in these collisions. These massive resonances are mostly
produced in clisions between two excited states, such as AA, N*A and N*N*.
Annihilation of antibaryons with baryons in the model is described as being the
annihilation o a pair of antiquarks from the antibaryon with a pair of quarks from
the baryon to produce a q - q string, ie. qq + T- - q-q. The meson multiplicity from
this process is found to match the measured multiplicities very well.
7.7.1 RMD pA Predictions
The QMD predictions for the total yields of antiprotons in pA collisions is shown
in Figure 72 for minimum bias and central collisions [J+931. For minimum bias
collisions there is a factor of 2 increase in going from pp to pAu collisions. Note
that if annihilation is included with the default formation time Tf = 1.5 fm/c, the
final antiproton yield is almost the same in pp and all minimum bias pA collisions.
For central p+ A collisions the model predicts a factor of 3 increase in initial antiproton
yields in going from pp to pAu collisions. With annihilation included there is a
clear dependence of the final antiproton yields on target mass for the central collisions.
The saturation effect of the multi-step processes that enhance antiproton production
is clearly seen in the initial yields as we reach the central pAu collisions. After
enough collisions, the projectile momentum gets seriously degraded, or the projectile
decays before it is able to collide with another target nucleon. In central pAu
collisions, therefore, the annihilation process starts to dominate over the enhanced
production and the final yield of antiprotons in central pAu collisions is predicted
to be considerably less than for central pAl or pCu collisions.
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F(X 10-4) -/7r-(X 10-3)System p
E802 RQMD ARC E802 RQMD
P+p 5.3±0.2 4.5 2.6±0.2
p+Be 3.8±0.8 6.0±0.4 3.8±0.5 1.0±0.2 1.7±0.2
p+Al 4.7±1.0 7.3±0.6 5.0±0.6 1.1±0.2 1.7±0.2
1:)+Cu 4.9±1.4 7.2±0.7 4.2±0.5 1.0±0.3 1-4±0.2
p+Au 4.9±1.1 7.0±0.8 4.0±0.5 0.9+0.2 1.1±0.2
Table 73: Antiproton rapidity densities for minimum bias p+A collisions from
E802 A+ 93], averaged over the rapidity interval 1. < y < 1 6 Also shown are
the antiproton to negative pion ratios, averaged over the same interval. The RQMD
and ARC values are from [J+93] and [K+93b] respectively.
7.7.2 RMD Si+A Predictions
The antiproton yields predicted by RQMD are shown in Figure 72 for central Ne+Ne,
Si+AI, S+Cu, Si+Au and Au+Au collisions, both with and without annihilation.
The probability of a produced antiproton leaving the collision system without being
absorbed is shown in Table 74. For all systems it is found that the initial antiproton
yields are proportional to the number of interacting nucleons. With absorption taken
Although this would appear to be a clear signature for the presence of a large amount
of absorption n the heavy targets, experimentally it is very difficult to determine the
centrality of a pA collision. This is because a very wide range of impact parameters
all produce te same charged particle multiplicity in the TMA, and for all except
the most peripheral of collisions, no beam proton can be detected in the ZCAL.
Practically speaking, then, only minimum bias pA measurements can readily be
made.
The antiproton rapidity densities from E802 averaged over the rapidity interval 1. <
y < 6 are shown in Table 73 for minimum bias pBe, pAI, pCu and pAu
collisions. Although they are approximately 30% lower than the RQMD results, they
show the weak target A dependence predicted by the model. Also shown are the
antiproton to negative pion ratios, integrated over the same rapidity interval.
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Figure 72: RQMD predictions for the total antiproton yields for pp, Be, Al, Cu
and Au minimum bias collisions (upper left) and central collisions (upper right) at
14.6 GeV/c pr nucleon. The nitial yields represent the primary production lvels,
and the final yields are the yields after absorption. In the lower panel the antiproton
yields per parlic' ant nucleon are shown for central Ne+Ne, Si+A1, Si+Cu, SI+Au
and Au+Au collisions at 14.6 GeV/c per nucleon. The 7- yields are shown for
comparison. Note that the antiproton yields must be multiplied by 0-' and the pion
yields by 10 (from [J+93]).
into account, owever, the antiproton yields are predicted to decrease exponentially
with the number of participants.
The antiproton rapidity distributions measured by E859 are compared with those from
RQMD in Figure 73 for the default formation time of f = 1.5 fm/c. For the minimum
bias collision systems and for central Si+Al, the agreement appears to be reasonably
good. For the eaviest system, central Si+Au, QMD systematically under-predicts
the measured yields by about % for y 13 and by over % for y < L L This could
be an indication that QMD is over-estimating the antiproton absorption in these
collisions and that Bff annihilation is being screened in the presence of other hadrons,
3
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System RQMD ARC
Screening No Screening
p+Be (MB) 96 86.4 86.4
p+Al (MB) 83 84.7 69.5
p+Cu (MB) 72 66.7 61.9
p+Au (MB) 63 53.3 40.0
Si+Al (MB) 57 - -
Si+Al (C) 37 67.4 34.7
Si+Au (MB) 33 - -
Si+Au (C) 20 52.5 14.0
Table 74: robability (%) of a produced antiproton not being absorbed for the RQMD
and ARC models.
7.8 The ARC Model
The ARC model (A Relativistic Cascade) is a purely hadronic cascade model that
uses as its only free parameters the experimentally determined hadron-hadron inter-
action cross sections [PSK92]. Particles are propagated along straight Minkowskian
trajectories. When two particles approach one another within a collision distance
of 10 = Vo,/7r they interact, producing particles or short-lived resonances that even-
tually decay. he delay time introduced by the lifetimes of these resonances may
become more important than the formation times of the particles themselves, the
as predicted y the ARC hadronic cascade model. Another possible explanation is
that a large fraction of the antiprotons are coming from the decay of antilambdas (see
Section 64), and RQMD is underestimating the antilambda yields for central Si+Au
collisions. The measured total antiproton yields, integrated over the rapidity range
0.6 < y < 16, are compared in Table 75 with the predictions of RQMD for Si+Al
and Si+Au collisions. The table shows the ratio of the measured antiproton yields
to the yields from the model. It can be seen that QMD underpredicts the yields
by 17 - 47%, except for the prediction for central Si+Al , which predicts the yield
within the errors.
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Figure 73: Rapidity density dstributions of antiproton8 n Si+Al and Si+Au colli-
szons from the RQMD model, compared with the E859 results.
default value f which is taken as being Tf = 1.0 fm/c. For example, many of the
low-lying resonances (such as -A, p) have lifetimes of the order of .5 fm/c or longer.
For resonances produced in the initial nucleon-nucleon collisions at 4.6 GeV/c per
nucleon, 71ab -_ and the resonances therefore travel 75 fm before decaying. This is
a significant friction of the Au diameter of 14 fn, and can have a large effect on the
amount of rescattering that occurs.
At AS energies, ARC is similar to the RQMD model. At these energies, particle
production in RQMD is dominated by resonance production and decay, and string
fragmentation plays only a minor role. There are, however, several major differences
relating to antibaryon production in the models:
1. In ARC -the baryon resonance spectrum is restricted to the region of the 
resonance Via a single "generic" resonance [K+93a]. In RQMD the higher N*
resonances are explicitly included [S+931.
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2. Antibaryon annihilation is strongly reduced in ARC through a three-body screen-
ing mechanism.
The first of these is due to the fact that interaction cross sections involving the higher-
mass resonances are not well known experimentally. The second is a consequence of
the long-range nature of the baryon-antibaryon interactions, which leads to consid-
erably larger cross sections than for baryon-baryon interactions. This can create a
problem when the particle density is very high, because the collision distance, ro, for
Bff interactions can become comparable to the mean particle separation distance.
Under these cnditions, one should check for the presence of a third hadron which
can collide with either the baryon or the antibaryon, knocking them from their paths
before an annihilation can occur. This three-body screening mechanism is found to
be very effective at reducing antiproton absorption in the heavy collision systems,
and is generally due to produced mesons.
In the ARC code the screening is incorporated by introducing a time delay, which
allows for a finite time of approach before the annihilation is allowed to occur. The
delay is given by -r, = R/v, where R is the distance of closest approach of the collision
partners and v is their relative velocity. During this time a third particle is allowed
to interact witli either partner if it has the required trajectory.
The annihilation cross section that is used is taken from the data of Dover et al. [Dov86].
The total NN production cross section, however, has not been measured below a
beam momentum of 19.2 GeV/c. Rather than extrapolate the cross section down to
14.6 GeV/c as done by Costales, ARC uses instead the measured antiproton yields
in pBe collisions measured by E802 [A+93] and its predictions therefore depend on
the accuracy of these measurements.
7.8.1 ARC pA and Si+A Predictions
The antiproton rapidity density distributions for minimum bias pA collisions, av-
eraged over the rapidity interval 06 < y 1.6, are compared with the E802 re-
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System E859 Yield( 10-4 ) FCM/E859(%) RQMD/E859(%) ARC/E859(%)
Si+AI (MB) 27 61 83 -
Si+A1 (C) 56 71 109 85
Si+Au (MB) 41 70 83 -
Si+Au (C) III 54 53 82
Table 75: The total measured antiproton yields integrated over the rapidity interval
0.6 < y 16. A80 hown are the ratios of the measured yelds to the predictions
of the First-Collision Model [A+ 91], ARC [K+ 93b] and RQMD [Jah]. The rror on
the easured ad the model yields are ±15% and ±307 rpectively.
the antiprotons in the model with and without screening are shown in Table 74 It
can be seen from the table that the screening increases the yields of antiprotons in
central Si+Au collisions by a factor of almost 4 It was found that the yields are
fairly nsensitive to the average annihilation delay time T., that was used. Decreasing
the delay time y a factor of 2 only reduced the yields by about 30%.
sults [A+93] in Table 73. It should be remembered that the ARC antiproton yields
are normalized using the E802 pBe antiproton yields. With annihilation screening
included, the model does a good job in predicting the antiproton yields in the other
p+A collision systems, reproducing the weak target A dependence of the yields seen
by E802.
The antiproton yields from ARC for central Si+A1 and central Si+Au, integrated
over the rapidity interval 06 < y 16, are compared in Table 7 with the yields
measured by E859 [K+93b]. The rapidity density distributions predicted by ARC for
these collision systems are also compared with the measured distributions in Figure 7-
4. The Au data is reproduced nicely by the model. The agreement with the Al
data is reasonable given the magnitude of the uncertainties on the model predictions
(±30%). The total yields, integrated over the rapidity interval 06 < y < .6, agree
with the E859 antiproton yields to within about 20%. The survival probability of
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Figure 74: Rpidity density distributions of antiprotons in Si+Al and Si+Au col-
lisions from the ARC model [K+93b], compared with the E859 ults. The model
predictions are for the default formation time of I fm/c and include hielding. The
theoretical uncertainties are about 30%.
7.9 Model Predictions of Inverse MT Slopes
The transverse momentum distribution of produced particles in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions can yield valuable information on the collision dynamics, and on the
production mechanisms of the particles. For example, in hydrodynamic models with
collective flow, particles with the same mass have the same freeze-out temperature
and flow velocity. These models therefore predict that particles and their antiparti-
cles should have the same inverse MT slope. In thermal models with no subsequent
rescattering of roduced particles, the inverse MT slopes of the particle spectra are
representative of the temperature of the collision system at the time the particles were
created. In heavy systems where there is a lot of re-interaction of produced particles,
the picture is not so clear.
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System E859 Venus Fritiof RQMD
1.1-1.5 1.1-1.7 Rescatt No Rescatt
Si+Al (M'B) 145±3 143±3 135±27 75±15 135±14 145±20
Si+Al (C) 164±10 158±9 180±36 75±15 135±14 165±25
Si+Au (MB) 162±8 146±6 220±44 70±15 135±14 165±25
Si+Au C) 1 207±5 201±5 1 225±45 75±15 130±14 195±30
Table 76: h inverse T slopes from the rults of various model calculations,
compared with he E859 measurements. The E859 data are averaged over the rapidity
interval 1 I < y 1 7 The Venus and Fitiof results are from [CO891] for the
'dity interval 1 I < y 1 7 and are 'nferred from the mean PT of the antiproton
spectra. The RQMD results [Jah] were averaged over the whole apidity range due to
statistical considerations.
the Venus results. On average, the slopes are twice as large if rescattering is included.
Fritiof, which does not include rescattering of secondary particles, produces the same
slope for all the systems. However, it systematically underpredicts the slopes for all
the systems except for minimum bias Si+A1, where rescattering is expected to be
minimal.
If multi-step rocesses are important in the production of a particle species, the
mean transverse momentum of the species is increased. For antiproton production
at the AGS, ecay of excited baryon resonances is expected to be an important
source of production [J+93, K93b]. The baryon resonance can gain a large PT
kick through ultiple collisions before decaying into an antiproton yielding increased
inverse slopes. In addition, the antiprotons can elastically scatter as they leave the
nuclear medium, further increasing the mean PT-
The Fermi motion of the target and projectile nucleons also tends to increase the
inverse slopes. The effects of target Fermi motion should be seen in going from pp
to pA collisions, and projectile Fermi motion in going from pA to AA collisions.
The inverse slopes from several models are compared in Table 76 with the measured
slopes from E859. The effects of rescattering on the slopes can clearly be seen from
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The RQMD slopes reproduce the trend of increasing mean PT in going from the light-
est to the heaviest collision system. The RQMD predictions are in good agreement
with the E859 slopes, especially when the measured data are averaged over the ra-
pidity interval 1.1 < y < 5. It should be noted, however, that the QMD slopes
are obtained by averaging over the entire rapidity range. Since ARC has a screening
mechanism wich reduces annihilation by almost a factor of 4 in central Si+Au col-
lisions, the slopes predicted by ARC are expected to be larger than for RQMD. The
average antiproton inverse MT slope from ARC for Si+Au collisions is 170 ± 20 GeV
[K+93b]. At te time of writing this thesis, slopes were not available for the other
collision systems.
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Chapter 
Conclusion
Experiment 859 has produced high-quality antiproton invariant MT spectra for min-
imum bias and central Si+AI and Si+Au collisions at 14.6 GeV/c per nucleon. With
the addition the second-level particle-identification trigger, the antiproton statis-
tics have been increased by about a factor of 10 over those of E802 for all the collision
systems, except for central Si+Al. For this system the statistics are similar, but the
PT range of the measurements has been considerably increased, allowing higher qual-
ity fits to the spectra and smaller statistical errors in the dN/dy and inverse slope
values that were extracted. The increased antiproton statistics have extended the
rapidity coverage of E859 by almost a factor of 3 compared with E802, and allowed
for a much more detailed study of systematic effects, such as the background, than
was previously possible. The antiproton spectra were found to be well described by a
single exponential in MT as was found for all the other charged particle species that
have been studied in heavy-ion collisions at the AGS. There was no sign of any change
in the spectra at lw PT although the acceptance cutoff for antiprotons restricted the
measurements to PT > 02 GeV/c.
The antiproton inverse MT slopes were measured with a statistical uncertainty of
±15 MeV for ost of the spectra. When averaged over larger rapidity intervals, the
errors were less than 10 MeV for each collision system. The antiproton inverse MT
slopes were found to be fairly constant as a function of rapidity, but there was a
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systematic increase in the slopes for all rapidity slices for increasing centrality and
increasing target mass. The antiproton inverse slopes ranged from about 145 MeV
for the lightest, system (minimum bias Si+Al), to 207 MeV for the heaviest system
studied (central Si+Au). The inverse slopes for central Si+A1 and minimum bias
Si+Au were similar, at about 160 MeV. The increase in the mean antiproton PT with
increasing system mass reflected by these slopes is a consequence of rescattering as
the antiprotons pass through the participant and spectator matter. In any interaction
where the antiproton is not absorbed, the antiprotons can receive a transverse kick,
resulting in a igher mean transverse momentum. The number of rescattering inter-
actions increases with system mass, resulting in higher MT slopes or temperatures. In
addition, it is elieved that at AGS energies, many of the antiprotons are produced in
secondary collisions of excited resonances with nucleons, or even resonance-resonance
collisions [J+93]. The resonances, which were themselves created in scattering colli-
sions, can have a significant transverse momentum which is eventually imparted to
the antiprotons when they are formed.
Another factor which tends to increase the antiproton slopes is the preferential ab-
sorption of the low momentum component due to the low-momentum rise in the an-
nihilation cross section. We would expect that this effect would be dominant where
absorption is greatest, i.e. towards target rapidity. This was not seen in the E859
data, but was redicted by the RQMD calculations [Jah].
The antiproton rapidity density distributions from the current work are in very good
agreement with the E802 results. The largest discrepancy between the two experi-
ments is the data point at y = .5 for central Si+Al, which is lower in the current
work by about 40%. It is still consistent within errors, however. The statistical errors
were generally less than % for each rapidity slice, making the systematic errors
the dominant source of uncertainty. This is in stark contrast with E802 where the
statistical errors were on the order of 25 - 40.
The antiproton yields were found to increase as a function of rapidity, for all the
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collision systems. The antiproton dN/dy distributions for the Si+Al collisions should
peak at the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass rapidity at y = 17, due to the approxi-
Mate symmetry of the projectile and target nuclei. The minimum bias distribution
appears to peak above y = .5. The central distribution, however, appears to roll
over at y = .5. This could be an indication that the distribution has a depression at
the center of te peak, or it could indicate a systematic error in the data point. For
the Si+Au collisions, the distributions peak above y = .5 for both minimum-bias
and central collisions. This means that for central Si+Au collisions, the antiproton
rapidity distribution is peaking above the center-of-mass of the participant fireball,
which is at y = 13.
The absolute vield of antiprotons was found to increase with both centrality and
target mass. Te mean value of dN/dy increases from about 37 x 10-3 for minimum
bias Si+Al, to 14 x 10' for central Si+Au collisions. From Table 75, it is clear
that the yields are considerably larger than those expected if antiprotons were only
being produced in the first full-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions (see Figure 71) It
is surprising that antiprotons are being produced in secondary collisions, even in the
minimum bias Si+Al collisions where rescattering is minimal. It must be remembered,
however, that the estimated antiproton yields from the first nucleon-nucleon collisions
have an associated error of about 3%. For the minimum bias collision systems,
measurements were made almost out to the kinematic limit for antiproton production
from full-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions at (MT - MO) = 1 I GeV/c'. The fact that
there is no evidence of any deviation from the exponential in MT as this limit is
approached is a strong indication that antiprotons are being produced in secondary
collisions, even in minimum bias Si+A collisions./p The total antiproton yields from
RQMD are in reasonable agreement with the data, except for the central Si+Au
prediction, which underpredicts the yields in these collisions by almost a factor of 2.
This may be a indication that the enhanced production processes in the model are
realistic, but tat in the heavier systems the antiproton annihilation is too strong.
The total yields predicted by ARC for the central collision systems are within % of
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the measured alues. This may be an indication that annihilation is being screened as
predicted by te ARC model in these heavy collision systems. This screening process
may also account for the fact that the increase in the antiproton slopes predicted by
RQMD towards target rapidity is not seen in the data.
A total of 136 antilambdas were collected by E859 from the central Si+Au data, 83
of which were sed in the analysis. The other 53 were from events which did not pass
the beam quality cuts, or the acceptance cuts on the antiproton or the pion. This
is the first good statistics measurement of antilambdas in heavy-ion collisions at the
AGS. The antilambda to lambda ratio was found to be
A -3
- = (3.7 0.5 03) X 1 (S. )
A
for central Si+Au collisions, averaged over the rapidity range 1.1 < y < 17. The
errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. This is 2 to 3
times larger than the preliminary results of RQMD, which predicts the ratio to lie in
the range (1.0 -- 1.8) X 10-3 [Jah].
The fraction of antiprotons from antilambda decay was measured to be 63 ± 13 ± 16%.
The systematic error is dominated by the systematic uncertainty in the lambda yield
measurement (see Section 64), which may be larger than the quoted 15% [Sun94].
This number should therefore be used with caution. The fraction of antiprotons
from antilambda decay predicted by the preliminary RQMD calculations is in the
range 25 - 33%. This suggests that the excess antiproton yields measured for central
Si+Au collisions compared with the RQMD results may be the result of RQMD
underestimating the antilambda yields in these collisions.
In conclusion, further work is clearly required to shed more light on the production
and absorption of antiprotons in relativistic heavy ion collisions. The antiproton
yields from Au.+Au collisions at AGS energies should play an important role in the
debate. Of particular interest would be a measurement of any assyrnmetry of the
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final antiproton yields relative to the collision reaction plane. This would help to
answer the question of how much antiproton absorption is occurring in the spectator
material. In adition, the conclusion of this work that antilambda decay is a major
source of antiproton production, needs to be confirmed by further measurements,
especially in Au+Au collisions. This is vital to an adequate understanding of the
antiproton yields from these collisions.
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Parameter Name Description Default Value
t 12x-sw Search width for collecting x hits 2.0
on TI and T2 about T3T4 track projection
tl2y-sw Search width for collecting yuvw hits 2.5
on TI and T2 about T3T4 track projection
t34x-sw Search width for collecting x hits 1.5
on T3 and T4 about VL2 projection
t34y-sw Search width for collecting yuv hits on T3 6.0
and T4 about TOF hit/target projection
trc-sw Search width within which closest trigger 2.5
chamber hits to track projection are searched for
tof -SW Search width within which closest TOF hit to 3.5
track projection is searched for
Table A. I.: Default search widths (cm) used by Auscon for hit collection.
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Appendix A
Auscon Parameters
The following tables contain the default Auscon cuts that were used when recon-
structing tracks in the official E859 pass2 data analysis.
Parameter Name Description -1 Defa-ult Value
delta-tlx-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.10
and actual hit posn. (TIx)
delta-t2x-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.15
and actual hit posn. (T2x)
delta-tly-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.10
and actual hit posn. (Tly)
delta-t2y-rnax Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.12
and actual hit posn. (T2y)
deltaAluvw-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.18
and actual hit posn. (Tluvw)
delta-t2uv-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.18
and actual hit posn. (T2uv)
targ.-x-max Target x position cut 2.0
targ-y-max Target y position cut 2.0
Table A.2: Default search
the magnet.
widths (cm) used by Auscon for forming tracks in front of
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Parameter Nam Description Default Value
delta-t3x-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.07
and actual hit posn. (T3x)
delta-t3p5-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.17
and actual hit posn. (T3.5)
delta-t4x-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.07
and actual hit posn. (T4x)
delta-trl-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.5
and actual hit posn. (TRI)
delta-tr2-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.5
and actual hit posn. (TR2)
delta-t3y-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.08
and actual hit posn. (T3y)
delta-t4y-rnax Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.08
and actual hit posn. (T4y)
delta-t3uv-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.18
and actual hit posn. (T3uv)
delta-t4uv-max Max diff. btw. expected hit posn. 0.18
and actual hit posn. (T4uv)
delta-tofx-max Max diff. btw. expected TOF 5.0
hit x posn. and actual hit x posn.
delta-tofy-max Max diff. btw. expected TOF 6.0
hit y posn. and actual hit y posn.
Table A.3: Default search widths (cm) used by Auscon for forming tracks behind the
magnet.
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Parameter Name Description Default Value
min-tIx-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (TIx)
min-t2x-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T2x)
min-t 12x-ver Min. number of hits within search 3
width (total TIx and T2x)
min-tly-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (Tly)
min-t2y-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T2y)
minA 12y-ver Min. number of hits within search 3
width (total Tly and T2y)
min-tluvw-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (TIuvw)
min-t2uv-ver Min. number of hits within search 3
width (T2uv)
min-tl2uvw-ver Min. number of hits within search 7
width (total Tluvw and T2uv)
Table AA: Number of hits required by Auscon to verify a track on TI and T2.
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Parameter Name Description Default Value
minA3x-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (T3x)
min-t 3p5-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (T3.5)
min-t4x-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (T4x)
min-t 34x-ver Min. number of hits within search 7
width (total T3x and T4x)
min-t3y-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T3y)
min-t4y-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T4y)
min-t34y-ver Min. number of hits within search 4
width (total T3y and T4y)
minA3uv-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T3uv)
min-t4uv-ver Min. number of hits within search 2
width (T4uv)
min-t3,luvw-ver Min. number of hits within search 5
width (total T3uv and T4uv)
min-trc-ver Min. number of hits within search I
width (total TRI and TR2)
Table AA Number of
the magnet.
hits required to verify a track on the various chambers behind
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Parameter Name Description Default Vaue]
max-tl-same-view Max number of shared views for T1 3
max-t2-same-.view Max number of shared views for T2 2
max-same-t,12 Max number of shared hits on TI and T2 15
max-same-t-12x Max number of shared x hits on T1 and T2 5
max-sameA12y Max number of shared y hits on TI and T2 5
max-same-tl2uvw Max number of shared uvw hits on TI and T2 12
maxA3-same-.view Max number of shared views for T3 2
max-t4-same-view Max number of shared views for T4 2
max-same-t34 Max number of shared hits on T3 and T4 16
max-sameA34x Max number of shared x hits on T3 and T4 5
max-sameA'34y Max number of shared y hits on T3 and T4 3
max-same-t34uv Max number of shared uv hits on T3 and T4 8
Table A.6: Parameters for track filtering.
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Anti-proton Production in 14.6 GeVIA Nucleus-NucleU8
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